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ABSTRACT

The recen't advance in digital memory technology makes

it possible to introduce Field Memories' in television

receivers. This type of memory can store a complete picture

which allows a number of new features to be added to a

television receiver. Teletext and still Video reception are'

such features and are the focus of this thesis.

This thesis describes a low cost digital field memory

to be used in conjunction with the T.V receiver to

facilitate Teletext reception. Considerations involved and

the deSign of an experimental system are described. Tests

to evaluate the performance of the experimental system are

discussed and results presented. To familiarize the reader

with the topic, some background information on Teletext and

Television is also provided.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis proposes a new information system which

utilizes the ubiquitous television receiver. Much of the

technical work described relates to the standardized

properties of the television receiver.

Over the past three decades television has had a

profound cultural impact on society. Television seems to

have a virtual monopoly in home entertainment. On an

average the home TV set, in the U.S, is switched on for 4S

hours a week, while the telephone is used for less than 3

hours a week, [41 • Similar statistics on the usage of TV in

other nations can be perceived without exaggeration. Today,

television seems to have gained precedence over residential

necessities such as refrigerators and telephones, amongst

the economically poorer sections of the population.

Black and white receivers were introduced in 1946. A

decade later the first color TV system (NTSCl) and color

receivers were developed. Twenty seven years later there

has been little change in the underlying concept of color

television: but there has been vast technological

improvement in the design of the TV receiver. The

lNTSC-National Television System Committee
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advancement of the $emiconductor industry is responsible for

this technological improvement. The first black and white

TV receivers had as many as 30 vacuum tubes [12]. Color TV

receivers were more complex and had a few more vacuum tubes.

Today, a single integrated circuit has been developed to

provide all "the video processing circuit functions for a

black and white TV set and for the more complex color

receivers two integrated circuits provide all the video

processing circuit functions. This improved technology

provides low cost TV sets making it affordable to almost

everyone.

The TV receiver has several applications other than

merely providing a medium for watching broadcast

entertainment, although this is its main use. TwO important

applications of the receiver include its use as a display

medium for home computers and video games. Since most homes

have a TV receiver, no additional cost is incurred for a

display medium for both home computers and video games.

Another useful application of the TV receiver is in its use

as a

allows

home information system.

subscribers to receive

The service called Teletext

news, stock quotations,

weather reports, sports information, entertainment

information, travel information etc., through the home TV

receiver. Ofcourse , a separate unit which interfaces to the

existing TV receiver is necessary to facilitate reception

and display of this Teletext information. The TV receiver
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merely serves as a display medium. The purpose of this

project is to design and build such a unit, that facilitates

reception of Teletext using a home TV receiver.

With the advancement of semiconductor integrated

circuits, digital technology is replacing analog techniques

in many areas. In television transmission and reception

ana�og methods have predominated until recently. Digital

television was motivated by the need to improve picture

quality, to reduce costs and to add new features and

services.

Picture quality in analog transmission is degraded by

noise, non-linearity, variable gain and delay in the

transmission medium. Noise and non-linearity have a

cumulative effect when the signal passes through two or more

transmission links. Degradation in digital television can

be essentially limited to the encoding process and therefore

impairments are not cumulative. Digital signal processing

of encoded signals allows reconstruction of better quality

pictures on the TV screen. This signal processing is

assisted by. digital storage techniques. Some examples of

using digital storage in TV applications are mentioned

below.

A comb filter can be used for picture enhancement.

These filters employ filter algorithms that require the use
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of two TV raster scan lines (the current and a previous

line). The previous line is made available by storing it in

memory.

Adaptive filtering is used to remove noise on TV lines.

This requires storage of TV lines for which digital memory

is used.

Full TV picture fields can be stored and displayed at

twice the rate of normal display used for broadcast TV.

This helps eliminate large area flicker normally perceived

on the TV screen.

There are many more TV applications in which digital

memories and other digital elements are used. It is

perceived that the next major technological advance in

commercial TV receivers will be the introduction of low cost

memories in the receiver to store a complete field or frame

of a TV signal. This memory would be used to FREEZE a TV

picture (field or frame). An application of such a storage

memory would be in Teletext reception.

The topic of this thesis is the design of

decoder which can display text, graphics

information on a T.V receiver. In a Teletext

a Telefield

and picture

system the

information to be sent to the user is encoded as standard TV

signals. A page of information is carried by each TV field.
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A TV broadcast station will broadcast several hundred pages

of Teletext information (TV fields), in a cyclic manner. At

the users premises the broadcast pages are captured and

displayed on a normal TV receiver. The pages transmitted

are numbered and hence with the use of a simple keypad a

particular page of information may be singled out for

selection and display. The Telefield decoder captures a

single page of Teletext information and displays it on a TV

receiver screen.

The manner in which Teletext reception is performed by

the proposed Telefield decoder is as follows: The selected

page of information is digitized and stored in memory. Once

stored the page can be displayed by repeatedly reading it

out of the memory and reconverting it to an analog TV

signal, to be displayed on the television receiver. By

repeatedly reading and displaying the memory contents every

sixtieth of a second an illusion of a still picture is seen

on the TV screen. This rate is a standard in the NTSC

system and is based on the persistence of vision.

The Telefield decoder comprises two functional units.

A unit called a Video Codec, that digitizes and codes the

incoming Teletext information and also decodes the stored

Teletext information, for display on a TV receiver. Codec

is an acronym for COder-DECoder. The second unit is a

Digital Field Memory that stores the encoded Teletext
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in£ormation. The Telefield decoder is to be incorporated in

a commercial TV receiver. Thus, the clientele is the

general public. A unit designed for the general public must

be low priced and simple to operate. Most existing

equipment available for Teletext and Videotex reception is

rather expensive for the average person. Designing an

affordable (low cost) alternative was one of the principal

factors that motivated the attempt of this project.

In summary, the object of the work done in this

dissertation comprises the design and implementation of a

low cost Telefield decoder, to be used in conjunction with a

conventional TV receiver to facilitate reception of Teletext

information. This information may �omprise text, graphics

and pictures in color or black and white. The premise made

is that pages of information are broadcast, from a data

base, for capture and display.

The thesis is organized as seven chapters. Chapter-2

provides background information related to Teletext and

Videotex and elicits some advantages of the proposed system

over existing methods. Chapter-3 describes the salient

features of a TV signal, the type and methods of conversion

involved, and coding schemes. Chapter-4 describes the

implementation of the Video Codec. Chapter-5 deals with the

requirements and implementation of the Digital Field Memory.

Chapter-6 describes tests used to check the performance of



the system

pictorially.

7

implemented and pr.esents the results of tests

Chapter-7 concludes the work done and makes

suggestions on the scope for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Introduction

Teletext and Videotex systems primarily designed to

serve as information banks to be accessed by the general

public are gaining increasing attention as they have

introduced a new dimension to communication technology.

These systems offer facilities such as news, weather

reports, advertising, electronic telephone directories,

performing business transactions such as buying and selling,

electronic banking etc., through the medium of the home TV

receiver. Information from the data base may be transmitted

to the user via different communication media and different

communication technologies. Examples are analog telephone

networks, circuit switched and packet switched networks,

like DATAPAC, the coaxial cable system and standard TV

broadcast system. The method and mode of sending

information from the information source to the users is the

underlying difference between Teletext and Videotex systems.

Before proceeding to discuss various Teletext and Videotex

systems it is prudent to explain these terms, [3}:

Teletext is a computer system that allows users to
select and display pages of information,
which are broadcast or transmitted by cable,
on their TV screens. In a Teletext system
users are not individually connected to the
central computer system. pages of
information are not sent on request.
Instead, a number of pages containing
information, called frames, are broadcast in
a cyclic manner. The user can select any
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frame as it comes by in the broadcast cycle�
display it and then select another frame.
In this system the information· is
transmitted as in Television, hence the name

Teletext. As users are not connected to the
information source the system is
unidirectional. Further, a system affording
Teletext facilities need not be computerized
as will be evident from the description of
the system proposed in this thesis.

INFORMATION

....

t

G

1:.'1
SET

INFORMATION
BANK

Figure 2-1: Teletext System

Videotex is a computer system that allows s�lection
and display of information on T.V screens as

with Teletext. However, in a Videotex
system each user is individually connected
to the information source(host computer) via
a telephone pair or cable. It also affords
interactive capabilities whereby the user

can communicate with the host computer
system and other computer systems in the
network and perform activ i ties such as

playing games, performing business
transactions etc. Videotex is therefore a

bidirectional system.

currently there are three popular Videotex systems

vying for acceptance, by CCITT2, as an international

2In ternationa"l
Committee

Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
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REQUEST
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SET

INFORMAtION

�.

INFORMAtION
B&"fK

t

G
Figure 2-2t Videotex System

standard. These three systems are PRESTEL(O.K),

ANTIOPE(France) and TELlOON(Canada), (2). Antiope and

Telidon support both Videotex and Teletext and are referred

to as Videotex systems. Pres tel supports only Videotex.

Britain has in operation two popular Teletext systems called

CEEFAX and ORACLE (4). CEEFAX and ORACLE are considered to

be technologically outdated as they were introduced in 1913

and 1916 respectively and are not discussed in this thesis.

Videotex and Teletext are public information systems.

The principal difference between these systems is the way

information is delivered to the user. Videotex systems use

telephone lines or cable, while Teletext systems may

broadcast information through the atmosphere, like

Television transmission. Videotex systems require

interactive (bidirectional) facilities, while Teletext is a

unidirectional system. Except for this difference the two

systems are similar, in that the components making up the

information systems are the same. Both systems require an
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information base to store and send information to the user.

At the users premises a device is required to receive the

transmitted information and display it for the user.

videotex, however, offers additional facilities over

Teletext by virtue of its interactive capability.

In the following section we shall describe the system

concepts of Prestel, Antiope, Telidon Videotex systems and

the proposed Teletext system.

2.2 General Concepts

The Prestel, Antiope and Telidon systems comprise three

essential components as indicated in Figure 2-3. The host

computer serves as a data base which stores, maintains and

communicates encoded information to the users. The TV

screen or a special purpose terminal is the display medium

for the user. The decoder serves to interpret the encoded

information communicated from the host computer and produces

suitable signals for display on the TV screen. The

information that is displayed can be broadly categorized as

text and graphics or pictures. The Prestel, Antiope and

Telidon systems differ primarily in the way in which they

encode this text and graphic information, which is stored

and transmitted upon request, and the way in which they

decode and display, this information, at the user premises.

Figure 2-4 illustrates the proposed Teletext system.

Once again, there are three essential components; an
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Figure 2-3: Existing Teletext system

information source, a decoder and a display medium. The

decoder is essentially a TV field selector and store and has

been called as a Telefield decoder. The field referred to

is a NTSC TV signal field. The display medium is a TV

receiver. The information source is a TV broadcast station

which scans, sequences and broadcasts pages of information

to be selected, decoded and displayed. The messages can

also be sen� via cable, to the user premises.

The Telefield decoder receives and decodes the received

Teletext information, which is then displayed on a TV

receiver screen. With Teletext decoding in focus, the

components of interest are the display system and the

decoding scheme.
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2.3 Graphic Display Systems

Graphic display systems are broadly classified as

Vector and Raster graphic systems. Each of these systems

and their characteristics are described hereunder.

2.3.1 Vector Graphic Systems

The display medium is a cathode ray tube (C.R.T).

Pictures or graphics are displayed as being made up of a

number of straight lines. The lines are drawn in a

continuous fashion by directly controlling the position of

the electron beam from the electron gun. Further, the lines

can be drawn in any direction, not only horizontally as in

raster systems. Thus, in these systems picture and text

information are reproduced by directly controlling the

position of the electron beam in the C.R.T, in response to

the received picture or text information. Therefore vector
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graphic systems require a complex display generator that

will translate received picture or text information into

beam positions on the C.R.T. As a result, these systems are

rather expensive for domestic use.

Further, as the home TV receiver cannot be used for

such display, the vector graphic system is unattractive for

commercial Teletext and Videotex.

vector graphic systems is that

resolution.

However, an advantage of

they provide very high

2.3.2 Raster Graphic Systems

This is the system employed, for display, in Videotex

and Teletext systems. Raster graphics is based on the

principle of picture reproduction in TV receivers. TV

receivers employ a C.R.T tube for display. The electron

beam scans the screen from left to right and top to bottom

just as we read a page. The scanned area is termed a raster

or a frame. A picture is created by varying the intensity

of the scanning beam in accordance with the amplitude of the

received picture signal, producing on the screen spots of

light and shade in a pattern that resembles the original

image. Pictures are refreshed every thirtieth of a second.

The raster can be thought of as a matrix of picture elements

referred to as pixels or raster units. There are typically

about 210,588 (483 horizontal lines with 436 pixels per

line) pixels that make up a single frame or picture in the

NTSC system, [1].
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Raster graphic systems can be further categorized as

bit-mapped and character-oriented systems. In a bit-mapped

system, each pixel on the TV screen is associated with an

addressable location of a display memory_ Each memory

location will contain the information to be displayed at the

corresponding pixel position on the TV screen. A hardware

unit, called the display generator, scans the memory

locations at the same rate at which the TV screen raster is

soanned. During this scan the contents of the memory are

read out and displayed at the corresponding pixel positions.

In the bit-mapped systems as the picture to be displayed

changes so will the memory contents. This is, thus, called

a dynamic system and the display memory used is a random

access memory(RAM). This system requires a considerable.

amount of display memory but provides fairly high

resolution. Figure 2-5 is a schematic representation of a

bit-mapped display system.

In character oriented systems a character generating

read only memory(ROM) and a display RAM are used as the

display memory_ The character generating ROM contains fixed

characters or graphic symbols. Each memory location of the

ROM contains a fixed pattern of a character or symbol.

Unlike the bit mapped system, these memory locations are not

associated with any particular pixel position on the screen.

The ROM contents can be displayed at any position on the

screen. The display RAM is used to store codes that
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represent the characters or symbols stored in the ROM.

These codes are nothing but the addresses of the ROM

locations containing the patterns of the characters and

symbols that are finally displayed. For example, to display

the word "TART", the ROM locations containing the characters

T, A, and R are addressed sequentially by placing

appropriate codes in the display RAM. These characters are

then read out of the memory and converted into a suitable

form for display on the screen at the appropriate pixel

positions, by a hardware unit (display generator).

Figure 2-6 is a schematic representation of a character

oriented display system.

The display RAM in the character oriented system stores

only codes representing the characters, whereas the display
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Figure 2-6: Character Oriented Display

RAM in the bit-mapped system stores the actual pixel values.

Thus a much smaller display RAM is required by the character

oriented system. For example, if the code length is 6 bits,

then the code contained in a single RAM location of the

character oriented system can represent 64 element locations

in the character generating ROM. In a bit-mapped system,

however, we would require 64 individual RAM locations for a

similar display.

Graphics are displayed on the screen as a combination

of elementary symbols. Thus character oriented systems

produce poor resolution graphics as they have only a limited

set of codes of graphic symbols, that can be put together to

form a picture. This limited set of symbol codes arises

from the impracticality of having millions of codes to
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represent every possible symbol configuration.. This

impracticality has led to the use of a limited set of codes

and hence coarse graphics.

2.4 Decoding Schemes

The decoder in all the systems under consideration

comprises three essential parts as shown in Figure 2-7 and

are listed below:

1. The Interpreter

2. The Display memory and

3. The Video generator

The interpreter, interprets incoming data from the

information source and generates raster point information

which is stored in the display memory. This raster point

information is simply the information to be displayed at

each pixel position on the TV screen. The video generator

converts the stored raster point information into

appropriate scan line information for display on the TV

screen. The Prestel, Antiope and Telidon systems employ

different schemes for coding graphic information. The

display schemes are basically variations of the raster

display scheme and are categorized as alpha-mosaic,

alpha-geometric and alpha-photographic schemes. The

decoders of the three systems are implemented in divers

manners.
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Figure 2-7: General Telefield decoder

2.4.1 Alpha-Mosaic Systems

The Prestel system employs an alpha-mosaic scheme to

define and display text and graphics. Alpha refers to text,

which is transmitted in ASCII3• Mosaic refers to the way

in which pictures are constructed. Each picture is treated

as a mosaic of elementary graphic symbols. Each character

position of the screen is divided into a 3 by 2 matrix. A

TV screen contains 960 (24 by 40)4such character

3A1nerican
Interchange

4For the European TV systems

National Standard Code for Information
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positions, as there are 24 horizontal lines each containing

40 characters per line, in each TV frame. This provides a

resolution of 72 by 80 elements per frame. To create

pictures, graphic symbols are transmitted in place of

characters to fill portions of each defined 3 by 2 dot

matrix on the screen. A combination of these elementary

symbols generates a picture as illustrated pictorially below

in Figure 2-6. This display scheme is essentially a

character oriented scheme.

+ -

3x2 lfAn.IX

Figure 2-8: Picture Construction in an Alpha-Mosaic
System

The Antiope system uses a modified version of the

technique employed by its forerunner, the prestel system.

Text as before is transmitted in ASCII and displayed as in

the Prestel system. For graphics an additional feature is

provided to enhance the alpha-mosaic scheme. A fixed number

of user defined picture elements or graphic symbols can be

downloaded and stored in the system. These symbols can then
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be recalled and displayed when required. The symbols stored

in the memory can. be of good resolution and hence the

Antiope system produces smoother pictures than ·the Pres tel

system. This is referred to as dynamic redefinition of

characters and the additional symbols are called as a

dynamic reconfigurable set [4].

The following inherent disadvantages make the Prestel

and Antiope systems somewhat unattractive for Teletext:

1. Resolution of graphics on a TV screen is poor and
coarse. Each raster or frame cons�sts of 24
lines with 40 characters per line • Since
each character is subdivided into a 3 by 2 matrix
we have an effective 72 by 80 matrix of pixels
covering the entire screen. These 960 pixels are

rather small in number resulting in coarse

graphics. This is especially evident when we

compare this system with the resolution
capability of a NTSC TV set which comprises
210,588 pixels per' picture frame. Higher
resolution terminals can be used employing a

larger number of character positions per screen

(40 by 80) with each character defined as a 4 by
2 dot matrix, resulting in a resolution of 25,600
pixels per frame. These terminals require
faster, more complex circuitry and processing
requirements and would be expensive.

2. The information encoded in the data bank is done
in a terminal dependent manner. For example, a

page of information may be defined as containing
960 (24 by 40) characters with each character
made up of a 3 by 2 mosaic. This allows,a
resolution of 72 by 80 elements. Hence if a

higher resolution terminal is used as the display
medium a higher resolution page must be stored in
the data bank. Thus, the data bank must support
multiple versions of the same page which would be

5for the European TV systems; PAL and SECAM
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very expensive.

2.4.2 Alpha Geometric systems

The Telidon system employs

technique of defining text and graphics.

the alpha-geometric

As before alpha

refers to text which is represented in ASCII format, while,

graphics or pictures are described in terms of five basic

geometric shapes. These five geometric shapes are a POINT,

LINE, ARC, RECTANGLE and POLYGON. These basic geometric

shapes together with picture attributes (color, shading) and

environment attributes are encoded 'into terse a-bit byte

Picture Description Instructions (POI). These POls are

stored in the host computer. Upon request these POls are

transmitted as a sequence of control words, command words

and high resolution data words. The control words set up

picture and environment attributes, while, the command words

instruct the drawing of a geometric figure based on

co-ordinates specified in the succeeding data bytes.

A microprocessor is used as the interpreter in the

decoder. It interprets the POls and does simple taSKS such

as parity cheCking, masking extra bits to the desired

terminal resolution and generating an output to the display

memory. The display memory may be character oriented or

bit-mapped: the former providing a lower resolution as it

employs an alpha-mosaic display scheme. The two decoding

schemes are illustrated, in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10.
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When a character oriented memory is used the

microprocessor interprets the POls and places an appropriate

address 1n the character oriented memory. The contents of

the character oriented memory addresses a location in either

of the two ROMs containing alphanumerics or graphic symbols.

The character oriented memory is scanned sequentially at the

TV horizontal line scan rate and information is read out for

display by the video generator circuitry.

ltICllOPaOCESSOR

o
PDIs

r.v
SET

lWl !lOM

[BUl'!'EJ.l {n.oGaAK!

Figure 2-9: Character Oriented Telidon Decoder

In the bit-mapped system a display generator receives

instructions from the microprocessor and places raster point

information in the display memory locations. Thus, the use

of a display generator that addresses and stores the raster

point information in the display memory, allows the

microprocessor more time for processing POls. As before the

display memory is scanned sequentially at the line rate to
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generate a display. This is done by the video generator

circuit.

Both the character oriented and bit-mapped systems have

an input RAM buffer to equalize the rate at which the POls

are received and the rate at which the microprocessor

interprets and implements the POI codes.

�.I·��OI
I

Pt)Is
- ots'PU'l
- MICltOP!.OaSSO'l �to'l BIT MAn!I)

--

DISPLAY-

REQUEST [�It ROM �OaY (tt.\H J
{noClWtI

r.v
SET

Figure 2-10: Bit-Mapped Telidon Decoder

2.4.3 Alpha-Photographic: System and the Proposed System

The Telidon system has the feature of providing an

alpha photographic mode when graphic images cannot be

described by a practical number of geometric shapes. In the

alpha-photographic mode, referred to as the BIT MODE in

Telidon, an image is encoded and stored in a point by point

or facsimile form. Each pixel in this image is transmitted

to the decoder which is bit mapped as shown in Figure 2-10.
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The alpha-photographic scheme is also employed in the

decoder (Telefield decoder) of the proposed system, which is

illustrated in Figure 2-11. In the. proposed system the

information is encoded as a TV signal. This signal when

received at the decoder is digitized by a front end AID

converter serving as the interpreter. This digitized data

is stored in a memory, point by point. The memory is

similar to a bit-mapped memory. A DIA converter circuit

serves as the video generator and converts the data read out

of the memory into a TV signal for display on a TV screen.

The AID and O/A converters comprise the Video Codec while

the memory is a Digital Field Memory.

'1'
U
If

�-----!'E
1
o t.v

SET

'-_- .... ENCODE FI!IJ) DECODE

I MEMORY._"
AID CONVU.1'!11 DIA CONVnTn
_.--------------------��

Figure 2-11: Proposed System Decoder
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2.5 Comparison of the Telidon System and the proposed System

The two main advantages of the Telidon system over the

proposed system are:

1. Pictures or graphics are encoded in a manner·

independent of the information access methods,
the communication medium and display terminal
resolutions. Thus, the introduction of new

sophisticated high resolution· terminals do not

require any changes in the data base. However
the decoder needs to be modified, in that a

larger display memory is required for higher
resolution terminals. This is because a higher
resolution terminal has more pixel positions and
hence the bit- mapped memory must have

correspondingly increased memory locations. Such
is also the case with the proposed system.

2. The POls are tersely encoded and are economical
in storage and transmission. Bandwidth is also
conserved and a wide bandwidth as required by TV

signals is not required. In the proposed system
since the messages are sent as a TV video signal
the resolution is dependent on the bandwidth of
the TV signal, which places it at a disadvantage
when compared with the Telidon system.

The major disadvantage of the Telidon system is the

cost entailed in its implementation. These costs include

hardware and software costs. Hardware costs relate to the

host computer, which must be a main-frame, and the terminal

(decoder). When Telidon decoders are integrated in TV

receivers the costs will perceivably drop but currently this

is a major disadvantage. Software costs include the cost of

the operating system, the data base system, information page

creation and update costs, all of which are considerable.
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The proposed system appears to have the following attractive

features, for Teletext reception over the other systems

discussed:

1. No change is required in the distribution
network, since all information is transmitted as

TV signals and the existing TV distribution
network which is well established will suffice.
Telidon, on the other hand employs distribution
via cable (TV) or telephone pair and this
requires additional interface units at the user

end. Even in the TV broadcast mode, reception
with a Telidon decoder requires additional
interface equipment to extract the POls from the
TV signal.

2. No major changes are required in the transmission
mode or the stations as the information is sent
as a TV signal.

3. Compatibility with present day sets and future
digital sets. The introduction of the decoder
does not require any change in the TV receiver
design. The decoder is merely an auxiliary.unit
which can be attached to augment the TV receiver
for Teletext reception. The TV receiver can

display in color, text and graphics with medium
resolution sufficient for commercial viewing.
High resolution terminals are not required.

4. Telidon decoders have not been integrated in
domestic TV receivers to receive Teletext.
Instead separate terminals. are used. These
terminals and decoders containing a

microprocessor, memory, a stored program and the

display equipment entail a considerable cost. on
the other hand the proposed decoder is designed
to be connected in the TV receiver without any
modifications whatsoever to the receiver.
Further the circuitry is simple and is kept a

minimum as the TV receiver in which it is to be

incorporated affords many of the signal
processing functions which would otherwise have
been necessary to accomplish with the Telefield
decoder, as in the Telidon decoder. This affords
considerable cost saving.

The following points relate more to a comparison of Teletext

and Videotex systems. It has been included to bring out two
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important advantages of Teletext systems over Videotex

systems rendering them very attractive for receiving

messages from an information source.

1. The number of users do not impose restrictions on

the proposed system. However as the number of
pages broadcast cyclically increases the user has
to wait longer for a page to reappear in the
broadcast cycle. Telidon, as a Videotex system,
is an on-line system and hence if there are a

number of users accessing the ,data base the
response will be slow. This may be alleviated by
using large input buffers, to store several pages
of information in the decoder terminals, each
time the data base is accessed. This technique
will result in added cost and complexity to the
Telidon decoder.

2. In a Videotex system as telephone lines are used
for interactive communication an additional cost
of paying the telephone company for use of its
facilities, is incurred by the user. Teletext on

the other hand requires no such payment as

messages are transmitted as with TV. This is an.

important point as observed in the British
experience of Teletext versus Videotex, (4).

As a final note it may be added that the above

comparison of the Talidon system and the proposed system is

valid while considering the systems for reception of

Teletext alone. The Telidon system is a highly

sophisticated system and offers many more capabilities than

mere Teletext and a consideration of all its present

features and the, future possibilities indicate a superior

system. Each system in this chapter has its merits and

de-merits and a particular application will warrant the use

of the best suited system. From the point of view of

Teletext decoding, the proposed system seems to afford a
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cost advantage and simplicity in introduction over the other

systems discussed.
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CHAPTER 3

CONVERSION

In the proposed system, information is transmitted as a

video signal. At the users premises this signal is

digitized or encoded by Linear Pulse Code Modulation and

stored in a Digital Field Memory. The memory is designed to

store a complete field of the incoming composite video

signal. The stored image is repeatedly read out of the

memory and reconverted

display on the TV screen.

as decoding.

into an analog video signal for

The reconversion is referred to

This chapter discusses the encoding and decoding of the

composite video signal. Prior to discussing the design and

implementation of the Video Codec, performing the encoding

and decoding, it is prudent that we consider the signal that

is to be encoded, the coding scheme employed and the

digitization technique adopted. These aspects lay the

foundation of the proposed design.

3.1 Composite Video Signal

A signal to be encoded has to be digitized and coded.

The signal in contention is the NTSC composite video signal,

which is the carrier of the Teletext information in the

proposed system. The nature of this signal and its salient

characteristics such as bandwidth, amplitude variations,

effects of frequency and phase distortion are described in

this section. Important design aspects such as
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preprocessing and signal cond Lt i.on Lnq requirements

[amplification and filtering}, sampling rate and speed

criteria to be met by the codec circuitry can be deduced

from the nature and characteristics of the NTSC composite

video signal. The description of the composite video signal

has been restricted to only those aspects pertinent to

providing information for the design adopted.

The· salient characteristics of the NTSC composite video

signal are described hereunder, begining with the manner in

which pictures are recreated on the T.V screen. Figure3-1

illustrates the scanning process used to recreate pictures

on a T.V set screen.
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pigure 3-1: Electron Beam Scanning
(adapted from [12])

Picture creation on the T.V screen is accomplished by

electron-beam scanning. This is a raster graphic process in
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..

which the beam of an electron gun is made to scan the screen

from left to right and top to bottom producing a series of

horizontal lines one below the other. On reaching the end

of a line the electron beam rapidly returns to the left hand

side to begin scanning the next line. This rapid return is

referred to as the retrace period.

the screen is not illuminated

information is visible.

During this short period

and hence no picture

Television pictures are transmitted and displayed as

frames. Each frame has 525 horizontal scan lines. These

frames are displayed at a rate of 30 per second. At this

rate, the human eye perceives a flicker of brightness and

darkness as the screen goes blank between frames. To

eliminate this flicker a technique known as odd line

interlace is adopted in the NTSC system for TV picture

transmission and display. In this scheme, each frame is

split into two fields each comprising 262 1/2 horizontal

lines. One field contains all the even numbered lines of

the frame while the other field contains all the odd

numbered lines of the frame. These fields are displayed, in

an interlaced manner, at the rate of 60 per second. This

process effectively appears as displaying each picture twice

during a frame period and the flicker between frames is too

rapid for the eye to perceive.

In the scanning process for picture creation nQ picture
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information is displayed on the screen during the retrace

time. When the electron beam returns to the left hand side

of the screen to begin a new scan line, the electron gu� is

cut-off. This is accomplished by incorporating a blanking

signal at the end of each line. At the end of each field a

vertical retrace brings the scanning beam back to the top of

the screen to start scanning the horizontal lines of the

next field. Thus a blanking signal is also incorporated at

the end of each field. These blanking signals· are voltage

levels which cut off the electron beam to the screen and

hence the screen is not illuminated during the retrace

period.

Each horizontal line is demarcated by a horizontal

synchronising pulse at its end as illustrated in Figure 3-2.

Thus each horizontal scan line is contained between two

horizontal synchronising pulses. Similarly each field is

defined by two vertical synchronising pulses; one at the

start and another terminating it. Figure 3-3 illustrates

the two vertical synchronising pulses that terminate the odd

and even fields in a frame. The synchronising pulses serve

as timing signals to ensure that the picture recreated on

the TV screen is in step with the original scene. The

vertical synchronizing pulse starts the vertical scanning of

each field and the horizontal synchronising pulse starts the

scanning of each horizontal line in a field. without these
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Figure 3-2: One Line of a Video Signal

(adapted from: A Core Refresh Color Display System
for Minicomputers by J.A.Goldie, MSc thesis,
Oct. 1974� Dept. ot Electrical Engg.,
Univ. of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada)

pulses there would be spatial distortion in the reproduced

picture.

Each horizontal scan line can be considered to have a

number of elementary picture elements called, pixels. Each

pixel in a color picture has an average brightness level and

a hue. As each horizontal line is scanned the pixels
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contained in that line are illuminated with the brightness

and the hue of the corresponding element in the actual

scene. The eye then spatially integrates the screen of

pixels to perceive a picture. The brightness and hue

variation transmitted in each horizontal line of the NTSC

video signal is referred to as the video information or

picture information signal.

In the NTSC system, each channel is allocated a 6MHz

band. In this band the picture and accompanying sound

signals are transmitted. Figure 3-4 illustrates the

frequency allocations in a typical NTSC TV channel. The

picture signal is transmitted as the amplitude modulation of

a picture carrier and sound is transmitted as the frequency

modulation of a sound carrier, within the allocated 6MHz

channel bandwidth. Sound is not of concern in this project.

The picture signal contains the information to be captured,

stored and displayed by the decoder.

Color in the NTSC TV system is created as a combination

of three colors (Red, Green and Blue). These three colors

are called primary colors. All other colors are formed as a

combination of the primary colors. For example, yellow is a

combination of red and green in equal proportion. A color

camera produces red, green and blue signals corresponding to

the the colors in the scene. It is possible to use these

three primary colors to carryall the color information to
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Figure 3-4: Frequency Allocation in a NTSC TV Channel

the TV receiver, where the scene will be recreated. A

different scheme, however, is adopted in the NTSC system.

NTSC color TV signals are described in terms of a

luminance or brightness component and a chrominance or color

component. The luminance component, designated as the Y

component, contains information on the average brightness

variations, of the scene and its individual elements. These

amplitude variations occupy a 0-4MHz bandwidth. The lower

frequencies in the luminance signal define the large areas

in the scenes and the brightness of the background. The

higher frequencies define fine detail such as edges, lines

etc. A vestigial sideband system is used to send the

luminance signal. The 6MHz bandwidth allocation for each

channel does not allow double side band transmission.
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The chrominance component carries color information in

terms of two color attributes (hue and saturation). Hue

refers to the attribute that determines whether a color is

red, green or blue and the like. Saturation is the degree

to which a color is not diluted by white light. For

example, vivid red is highly saturated while pastel red has

little saturation. The chrominance signal is formed by

quadrature modulation of a 3.S8MHz color sub-carrier by two

color sUb-components designated as I and Q (Inphase and

Quadrature). The I and Q signals are formed by combining

red, green and blue primary color signals in specific

proportions. Due to modulation, the color information (hue

and saturation) is contained in the sub-carrier and its

sidebands. The hue information is carried by the.

sub-carrier phase and the saturation information is carried

by the amplitude of the sidebands. The chrominance signal

bandwidth extends from 2.lMHz to 4.lMHz centered about the

subcarrier frequency of 3.58MHz as shown in Figure 3-4. A

more detailed description of· the luminance and chrominance·

signal can be found in [12}.

An undesirable 920KHz beat interference occurs between

the color sub-carrier (3.58MHZ) and the sound carrier

(4.5MHz). To minimize this interfering frequency the 3.58MHz

color sub-carrier is suppressed in transmission. The TV

receiver however requires the color sub-carrier for

demodulating the chrominance signal information. To
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facilitate this, a burst of 8 or more cycles of 3.S8MHz is

transmitted as part of the composite video signal, shown in

Figure 3-S. This burst, referred to as the color burst,
.

phase references a crystal oscillator in the TV receiver

which generates a phase locked 3.S8MHz sub-carrier required

for demodulation. This color burst is critical for

reproducing a stable color picture. If the color burst is

absent on a horizontal scan line or if it is distorted, the

oscillator falls out of synchronism and a continuous phase

locked 3.S8MHz· sub-carrier is not provided for demodulation.

This causes incorrect demodulation of the hue information

and incorrect colors are seen in the reproduced pictures.

However, the saturation of colors is not affected. A

complete color video signal obtained by scanning a single

line of a color bar pattern is shown in Figure 3-5.
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Video Signal

It is important to understand the characteristics of

the color sub-carrier phase in the NTSC color signal as the
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phase of this sub-carrier determines the hue or color

information in the reproduced scene. The characteristics of

the sub-carrier phase are described below.

Ordinarily, a spurious pattern of white and black dots

will be seen on a monochrome TV screen, when a color

transmission is being received. This is because the color

sub-carrier causes the brightness of a raster line to rise

and fall sinusoidally and the resulting positive and

negative peaks produce white and black do�s or speckles.

This effect is minimized by making the sub-carrier frequency

(Fsc) an odd multiple of one half the horizontal line

frequency (Fsc=455xFh/2). As a result there are an odd

number of sub-carrier half cycles on each horizontal

11ne.6 Hence the sub-carrier phase is found to be inverted

on successively scanned lines in a field. This causes

vertical or spatial cancellation of the spurious dot

pattern, as now white and black dots fall beneath each other

in each field as shown in Figure 3-6. Each frame or picture

has an odd number of scan lines(525) and since each line has

an odd number of sub-carrier half cycles, each frame will

end with half a sub-carrier cycle. Thus the sub-carrier

phase on corresponding lines of successive frames will be

inverted. This also provides a cancellation, in time, of

6FSC/Fh = nFh/2Fh = n/21 where n=odd
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Figure 3-6: Sub-carrier Phase in a Field

the spurious pattern of· dots mentioned above. Thus we

observe that it is only after two frames or four fields that

the sub-carrier phase on a line returns to its normal phase.

This is a very important aspect to be noted in designing the

Digital Field Memory.

The NTSC composite video signal comprising the picture

information, the synchronising pulses, the 3.58MHz color

burst and the blanking signals is received with positive

luminance and negative synchronising pulses. This indicates

that the white portions of the picture are represented by

the highest amplitudes in the picture signal, while the

synchronising signals determine the most negative

amplitudes.
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From the above information on the video signal the

following important deductions can be surmised:

1. The frequency content of the video signal
indicates that all the processing circuits in the
codec should be able to handle a 4MHz bandwidth.
Frequency distortion will result in poor picture
reproduction. Attenuation of higher frequency
components will result- in poor resolution of
detail and attenuation of the lower frequencies
results in improper rendition of background
brightness. As a general requirement all
circuits processing and conditioning the

composite video signal must pass frequencies in
the range of 30Hz to 4MHz.

2. The maximum frequency video signal tells us of
the minimum required sampling rate required for
encoding. It also places limitations on the slew
rate and settl ing time of circui ts handl ing the
composite video signal.

3. Phase distortion, which is quite natural when a

signal containing several frequencies passes
through .an electronic network, results in.
improper color reproduction. This is because
colors in the reproduced scene are determined by
the phase of a signal with respect to the 3.58MHz
color sub-carrier. In passing through a circuit
containing resistance and capacitance low
frequencies are delayed more than high
frequencies. This alteration in phase with

respect to the color sub-carrier causes improper
rendition of the hues in the reproduced picture.
This criterion indicates that all the codec
circuits are to have a constant delay or linear
phase response.

4. Since the sub-carrier phase on corresponding
lines of successive frames is antiphase
(inverted), it takes two complete frames or four
fields for the sub-carrier phase on a line to

return to its orginal phase. In other words, the
sub-carrier phase rotates through 90 degrees for
each successive field. The phase relationship
between the color sub-carrier and the 3.• 58MHz
sub-carrier generated by the TV crystal
oscillator determines the hues of colors in the
reproduced picture. To maintain a continuous
phase relationship between the color sub-carrier
and the TV oscillator frequency four fields will
have to be stored. A single field can be stored,
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but this scheme requires a phasing circuit that
advances the color sub-carrier phase of the
stored field by 90 degrees each time the field is
read out of the memory for display. Without such
a circuit the phase relationship between the
color sub-carrier and the 3.5SMHZ sub-carrier
generated by the TV oscillator will be incorrect
and the reproduced picture will have continuously
changing hUes, when a still picture is displayed.

5. The vertical synchronising pulses define fields.
Hence these pulses can be used to start and
terminate the digital storage of a complete
field.

3.2 Coding

3.2.1 Nyquist and Sub-Nyquist Encoding

Digitizing an analog signal requires the proper choice

of a sampling rate or frequency. The sampling rate defines

discrete times at which the analog waveform is sampled and

digitized. The rate of sampling differentiates Nyquist and

Sub-Nyquist encoding.

The sampling theorem expresses the minimum sampling

rate required to reconstruct an analog signal from its

samples. The sampling theorem is stated as follows, (6): A

band limited Signal of finite energy, which has no frequency

components higher than W hertz, may be completely recovered

from its samples taken at arate of 2W per second. The

sampling frequency of 2W hertz is called the Nyquist rate.

For example, the video signal with a 4MHz bandwidth,

described earlier, must be sampled at least at SMHz to be

reconstructed from its samples. Analog signals sampled at a

rate exceeding two times the signal bandwidth satisfies the
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Nyquist rate criterion and the encoding is termed Nyquist

encoding.

Sampling an analog signal at discrete times yields a

Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) signal. The spectrum of a

PAM signal indicates the original spectrum centered about

integral multiples of the sampling frequency as shown in

Figure 3-7. The sepacat Ion of the lower sideband of the

spectrum centered about the sampling frequency and the

baseband spectrum allows the original signal to be

reconstructed by removing all frequency components except

for the baseband spectrum by filtering. Sampling at less

than the Nyquist rate produces a spectrum as shown in

Figure 3-8.

This undersampling results in overlapping of the lower

sideband of the spectrum centered about the sampling

frequency and the baseband spectrum. Therefore the baseband

spectrum can no longer be separated completely to produce

the original waveform without distortion. This distortion

produces new frequency components in the original spectrum

of the signal and is termed foldover distortion or aliasing.

If there were some means of recovering the original

waveform even though the signal is undersampled, then there

exists the advantage of a reduced number of samples and

hence a reduction in the number of codewords for a signal of
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given duration. This reduction is of considerable

significance in this project as it allows the use of a

smaller storage memory, which would be simpler in design and

cheaper. The technique of being able to encode at a rate

less than the Nyquist rate and yet be able to recover the

original signal upon reconstruction is termed Sub-Nyquist

encoding.

The peculiar nature of the NTSC signal lends itself .to

Sub-Nyquist encoding. Figure 3-9 illustrates the spectral

energy distribution of the luminance and chrominance

components of a NTSC signal. The luminance information

energy is clustered about the horizontal line frequency

(15. 75KHz) and . integral multiples thereof; while the

chrominance information energy is clustered at odd multiples

of one half the horizontal line frequency. Thus we observe

that the luminance and chrominance information energy are

interleaved as illustrated in Figure 3-9. Therefore if the

aliasing components, produced by Sub-Nyquist sampling, are

shifted to those regions of the spectrum between the

luminance and chrominance information clusters, no

distortion through interference will occur. This �is

achieved by sampling the video signal at 2Fsc+Fh/4 or

2Fsc-Fh/4; where Fsc is the color sub-carrier frequency and

Fh is the horizontal line frequency, [10].

Figure 3-10 shows the resulting spectral distribution
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of a NTSC video signal sampled at the above Sub-Nyquist

frequency. The undesirable aliasing components can now be

removed by means of comb filters, several designs of which

are possible. The response of a comb filter is illustrated

in Figure 3-11. A description of comb filtering used in

Sub-Nyquist encoding of video signals, is contained in [10].
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Figure 3-11: Comb Filter Response

The obvious advantage of Sub-Nyquist encoding is bit

reduction and hence less storage required for each TV

picture field. This simplifies the deSign of the Digital

Field Memory and reduces the cost of the Field Memory.

However, the Sub-Nyquist encoding technique requires the use

of expensive comb filters which offset any cost advantage

attained with reduced storage requirements. Further, the

choice of a proper comb filter is very important as

filtering causes a loss of vertical resolution, due to

attenuation of some video signal frequencies in the filter

cut-off region; another unattractive proposition. Thus, in
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the Telefield decoder described in this dissertation the

above Nyquist (2 X Nyquist) encoding technique was adopted.

3.2.2 Coding Schemes

Linear Pulse Code Modulation (LPCM) and Differential

pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) are the two coding schemes

considered in this section and are the more commonly

employed schemes for video signal encoding.

An analog signal is sampled, at a rate satisfying the

Nyquist criterion rate, to produce a PAM signal. This PAM

signal comprises a sequence of amplitude modulated pulses.

Either, the pulse amplitudes are digitally encoded or the

differences in successive pulse amplitudes are encoded into

digital codewords. The former is termed Pulse Code

Modulation and the latter Differential pulse Code

Modulation. This subsection discusses briefly the relative

merits and demerits

available literature

of these schemes based on a survey of

on coding schemes that have been

implemented for video signals.

Linear Pulse Code Modulation

The conversion of an analog signal into a digital LPCM

signal involves three steps. The first is to sample the

signal at a rate greater than or equal to the Nyquist rate.

The second step involves assigning each sample amplitude to

one of Q discrete equidistant levels: where Q is the number

2 raised to the power of the number of bits(B) in the binary
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codeword(Q=2B>. This second step which is called

quantization involves an· approximation and introduces

quantization error or noise. The larger the number of bits

in the codeword the greater the resolution and the better

will the approximation be. The third step involves coding.

Each quantized level is associated with an unique binary

codeword which corresponds to the middle of the respective

quantization interval. Thus the quantized samples falling

in a particular quantum range will be assigned the code

associated with that quantization level. The entire

conversion process involving sampling, quantizing and coding

is is implemented in a single integrated circuit AID

converter. Video speed AID converters are commercially

manufactured by RCA, Motorola and TRW corporations.

Differential Pulse Code Modulation

Since the range of sample amplitude differences is

smaller than the range of individual sample amplitudes, a

smaller number of bits may be used, in each codeword, to

encode a sample difference. This is the principle of

Differential Pulse Code Modulation. The technique involves

comparing each sample amplitude with an approximation of the

previous sample amplitude and encoding the difference. A

better approximation of the previous sample value will

result in more accurate encoding. Prediction can be

employed in generating more accurate

values. A simpler DPCM technique called

approximate sample

Delta Modulation
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(OM) is quite popular. In OM the difference information is

encoded using a single bit which indicates whether the

current sample is greater than or less than the previous

sample.

3.2.3 Signal To Noise Ratios of LPCM, OPCM and OM

Quantization in the encoding process is an

approximation process and results in errors in· coding of the

absolute amplitudes (LPCM) or sample difference amplitudes

(OPCM). These errors are called quantization errors or

quantization noise as shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: LPCM Quantization noise

(adapted from 16])

If LPCM is used to encode a video Signal then the

quantization errors cause contouring in the reproduced

image. A similar effect is observed with DPCM. In Delta

Modulation and DPeM in addition to the quan�ization error

which is called granular noise there is another error which

arises when the input Signal changes too rapidly for the
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Delta Modulation encoder to follow and generate correct

codes. This is referred to as slope overload distortion or

noise as shown in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13: Slope Overload Distortion

Slope overload noise appears as a loss of bandwidth of the

video signal, since its effect is to increase the rise time

of the encoded signal. This results in a degradation of

resolution in the reproduced image. As with LPCM and DPCM,

the granular noise generated in a Delta Modulation system

will cause a snowy picture and edges will be blurred in

addition to the contouring effect.

As a result of the quantization errors or noise,

modulation systems are characterized by a figure of merit

called the signal to noise ratio. This ratio expresses the

RMS signal to RMS noise power. The RMS signal to RMS noise

ratios for the afore mentioned systems are listed below:

LPCM SIN = 6 N + 1. 8 dB i N = No. of bits in codeword
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: K ::: 0.019
Fs ::: Sampling Frequency
Fc ::: Signal Frequency
Fbw ::: Bandwidth of System.

DPCM-employing linear pred ict ion, [9]

= lOLOG,o (K x Fs'S)DM SIN

a
(Fc x Fbw)

dB------------

SiN::: 13.5 + 6N +20LOG,o [rms value of signal1
-----------------------

[rms value of pred Lc t Ion
error]

3.2.4 Comparison of OM and OPCM with LPCM for video Encoding

Delta Modulation offers the simplest and probably the

cheapest of the circuits. The one bit encoding however

requires higher sampling frequencies than the other two

schemes. Thus, DM provides fine resolution in time but

coarse resolution in amplitude. Further, granular noise

which produces snow and slope overload noise and slope

overload distortion which causes blurred edges and a loss of

resolution impair the reproduced image. However, since the

viewed picture is perceived by its worst degradation , the

quantizing step size, sampling rate and bandwidth can be

chosen to spread the above degradation in manner to improve

the reproduced image [81. DPCM using prediction is probably

the best scheme for monochrome TV picture encoding and

storage; especially for high resolution systems. For

monochrome TV systems DPCM provides a 15 dB improvement over

LPCM using using 8 bit encoding of the composite video

signal and a 12 dB improvement if the sync signals are also

encoded. By not encoding the sync signals a larger

quantizing range is available for encoding the video
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information, resulting in less. quantization noise. The

improvement afforded by the DPCM system when translated into

bits results in a saving of 300kbits or 25% per video field,

assuming a constant SiN ratio and a 9MHz sampling rate (9).

The above mentioned saving in bits is very attractive

in video storage applications such as this project. The

reduced number of bits per video field affords saving in

memory size and complexity. However the encoding circuitry

for DPCM employing linear prediction is considerably more

complex and expensive over the simpler LPCM and OM schemes.

Further the advantages for DPCM are contingent on the

statistics of the video signal� The advantages cited are

for monochrome signals. Color signals have different

statistics, notably more high frequency energy, and hence

the validity of the above advantages is questionable in the

case of color video signal encoding.

LPCM offers a simple and convenient method for encoding

the composite video signal. The circuitry is not involved

and complete AID converters are available in a single

integrated package or as modules. LPCM employing 7 or 8

bits provides good quality color pictures for entertainment

TV of studio broadcast quality. The undesirable contouring,

due to quantization errors, is not perceptible for 5 or more

bits of encoding for monochrome pictures, {23]: while 6 or

more bits are recommended for color pictures, [16]. These
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word sizes are the results of subjective testing. LPCM

provides a tradeoff between the more complex OPCM schemes

employing linear prediction and the simpler but poorer OM

scheme. In this project LPCM was chosen to digitally encode

the composite video signal.

3.2.5 video Encoding Methods and Encoding Rate

There are basically two methods of encoding a video

signal. The first is to digitally code the composite video

signal using LPCM. In the second method, the luminance and

color component signals are enCOded separately. The former

is the predominant method in North America while the latter

is extensively

decoding scheme

( luminance) , I

used in Europe. In the color encoding and

the color signal is split into its Y

and 0 (color) components. This can be done

by the TV receiver circuitry. These components are encoded,

stored and deCOded separately. Therefore this scheme

requires the use of three separate channels, each comprising

an A/O converter, a digital store and a O/A converter.

Since the luminance and chrominance occupy a common portion

of the spectrum allocated to each channel the I and 0

components are contaminated with luminance information [ll}.

Separation can be achieved with comb filtering, which·· adds

to the cost and complexity of the scheme. A description of

comb filtering schemes used to separate chrominance and

luminance components are described in [14]. Additional

problems include I, Q channel crosstalk (11), regeneration

of horizontal and vertical synchronization, color burst
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synchronization and phasing with the sampling clock. The

increased complexity of the second scheme is not attractive

to this project but is worthwhile for applications such as

standards conversion and in complete digital sets. This led

us to accept the simpler "brute force" composite video

signal encoding. Composite video encoding may be

inefficient for conserving bandwidth and storage but affords

considerable simplicity in design and implementation. The

additional storage required is not a major limitation as

extra memory is inexpensive. Further large integrated

circuit memory is becoming increasingly inexpensive which

makes the simple brute force encoding technique very

attractive. Also, the associated problems of regeneration

of synchronization signals and color burst are not

eXperienced. However the sampling clock will have to be

phased with the reference color burst for reasons to be

explained in section 5.9. This is done fairly easily.

Having chosen to encode the composite video signal using

LPCM it remains to choose a suitable encoding rate and the

number of bits per codeword.

The encoding rate was chosen to be four times the color

sub-carrier frequency (i.e. 4 x 3.58MHz = l4.32MHz). The

choice of this rate is based on the fact that the pictures

are less prone to visible beats when the sampling rate is

three or four. times the color sub-carrier frequency. The

reason for the choice of this sampling rate is explained
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Figure 3-14 shows the video frequency energy
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The chrominance information energy is clustered about

the sub-carrier frequency, with the more saturated colors

closer to the sub-carrier. This is because saturation is

most visible in the larger areas of the picture and large

areas correspond to the slower variations (frequency) in the

picture signal. Thus when this signal is modulated the

saturated areas occupy a smaller bandwidth centered on the·

sub-carrier frequency.

When the sampling frequency and the sub-carrier

frequency are not coherent, interfering beat patterns are

observed in the picture. The quantization process produces

modulation products. The lower in-band modulation products

are concentrated near the sub-carrier frequency. Now, if

the sampling frequency and the sub-carrier freqency are not

coherent, beat products are formed and they produce
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patterning in the highly saturated areas of the colors.

However, if the sampling frequency is an integral multiple

of the sub-carrier frequency, the modulation products

produced by quantization coincide with existing TV signal

components and will "zero beat", which eliminates the

patterning in the reproduced picture [1}. With the above

discussion in view the sampling frequency was chosen as

l4.32MHZ.

The phase of the color sub-carrier on successive fields

of a NTSC TV signal is shifted by 90 degrees. When only one

field is stored, a phasing circuit is required to perform

the required sub-carrier phase shift in order to display.' the

stored field. The use of l4.32MHz as the sampling frequency

allows a simple phasing scheme which is explained in Section

5.9.

The size of the LPCM codeword is a tradeoff between

resolution which improves picture quality and the size of

the memory required. The larger the number of bits, the

higher the resolution and the better will the picture

quality be; but each extra bit in the codeword adds to the

memory size and complexity. Further, each extra bit in the

codeword causes an increase in the complexity of the encoder

and its cost. As mentioned earlier, 7 or 8 bits per

codeword provides studio quality pictures, while 6 bits

produces good pictures of lower resolution. Although the
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signal to' noise ratio is not an absolute indicator in

measuring picture quality, it is recommended that this ratio

be at least 36 dB. This is achieved using a minimum of 6

bits per codeword. The choice to use 6 bits per LPCM

codeword is then based on achieving acceptable quality

entertainment TV pictures and observing that cost increases

exponentially for increasing resolution.

3.3 Digitization Techniques

Having cho�en to digitize the composite video signal by

LPCM, it remains to select an appropriate digitization

technique. This involves the choice of an appropriate AID

converter. Several AID converters are available as modules

and as single integrated circuits. The varieties in AID

converters stem from the divers digitization techniques

employed. Each technique is suited for a particular class

of applications. The choice of a particular technique and

AID converter is based on characteristics such as speed,

resolution, accuracy, size, cost and output word format.

The principles of four popular techniques employed in AID

conversion are briefly mentioned below, together with their

salient characteristics. A more detailed description of the

digitization techniques and circuitry employed in commerciai

AID converters is contained in [18} and [19}.
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counter and Servo Type

In this technique the count from a counter is compared

with the analog input using a comparator and O/A converter.

The counter is incremented by a clock until the count

corresponds to the input signal. The counter output is the

digitized codeword of the input signal. This technique is

modified to provide tracking of the input using an UP-DOWN

counter.

This technique is straightforward involving simple

circuitry. The major disadvantage is that for a given

resolution the conversion speed is slow. In other words

increasing the resolution increases the conversion time for

a given clock rate.

Dual and Quad Slope Type

This technique involves the conversion of the unknown

signal into a proportional time interval which is recorded

digitally. The unknown signal is initially integrated for a

fixed duration, T. Then a reference signal is 'switched in'

and it is integrated from the level determined by the

unknown signal at the end of the fixed duration T, until

zero level. The time for this second integration is

recorded by a counter and is proportional to the average of

the unknown signal over the fixed duration. The counter

contents provide the digital codeword.
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Conversion accuracy is high. Resolution is not

restricted and can be increased by adding more bits to the

counter. High frequency noise is integrated and therefore

this conversion technique provides good noise immunity. For'

example, since the measurement is of the averaging type,

changes in the input signal due to the noise are smoothed

out. There are two significant disadvantages. The first is

that the conversion speed is very slow and limited to a

little less than 1/2T. A second disadvantage is that zero

errors in the circuit components, such as the integrator and

comparator, cause erroneous measurement. This is corrected

by the quad slope technique, in which there are two dual

slope measurement cycles. The first involves measuring the

zero errors in an auto-balance cycle and then this error is

subtracted from the final output count obtained in a sample

cycle.

Successive Approximation Type

This technique is similar in nature to a binary search

algorithm. The technique involves comparing a sample of the

input signal with the output of a D/A converter, whose input

is the output of the AID converter. Starting with the most

significant bit of the DIA converter, a logic 1 is placed in

each successive bit and a comparison is effected until a

match is realized. The conversion time is fixed for· any

amplitude of the input sample.
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Successive Approximation conversion offers high speed

and resolution. Conversion speed decreases as resolution

increases. Successive Approximation converters require an

accurate sample and hold circuit. At high speeds the cost

of good sample and hold circuits are considerable. The

conversion technique is affected easily by noise.

Parallel or Flash Types

This conversion technique is the fastest of the

available types. The circuitry employed comprises 2n-1

comparators, for a n bit output word, each biased I LSB

apart. An increasing input signal causes more comparators

to produce an output. The outputs of the comparators are

decoded to form a digital codeword corresponding to the

input signal. The main advantage of this technique ·is the

very high speed, which is limited only by the switching

times of the comparators and decoder. However as resolution

increases arithmetically the number of comparators increases

geometrically and hence complexity and cost increase

enormously. Medium resolution flash converters are now

available in integrated circuit form.

3.4 Choice of the Converter

The proposed application calls for a converter with

very high speed, medium resolution, an accuracy of 1 LSB,

circuit simplicity and low cost. It was decided to employ

LPCM with 6 bits per codeword for the encoder. Since the

resolution is only 6 bits, fairly low cost flash converters
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are available making it suitable for such a converter to be

used in the project. The speed of digitization of 14.32MHz

required

fastest

available

in the encoder far exceeds that available with the

Successive Approximation converter and is only

with flash conversion. Flash converters are

available in a single integrated circuit package, which

require a minimum of signal conditioning and processing

circuits, such as costly Sample and Hold circuits. Further

most available flash converters provide a 1/2 LSB accuracy_

Considering these features it was decided to use a

flash converter as the encoder in the Video Codec.

3.5 Oigital To Analog Conversion

The encoded video signal, when read out of the . memory

for display, has to be converted to an analog signal. This

is accomplished by a digital to analog(O/A) converter. O/A

converters are of two types, viz., current output and

voltage output O/A converters. The former is faster but

requires an output circuit for current to voltage

conversion. A more detailed descripti�n of each of these

types is contained in [19]. In this section, we briefly

elicit the two mentioned O/A designs.

A O/A converter comprises four basic elements; a

resistor network, current or voltage switches, a summing

operational amplifier and a reference supply. The resistor

network can be either a set of binary weighted resistors, a
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R-2R ladder or any other suitable configuration. The
-"

resistor network and the switches, together, produce binary

weighted currents or voltages corresponding to the weight �f

the input digital word. The currents or voltages -produced

are derived from a reference supply. These binary weighted

currents or voltages are summed to produce an analog output

(current or voltage).

The switches used may be of the current or voltage

type.
.

Current switches steer the reference current between

the amplifier summing point and ground. The current is not

interrupted and the voltage change across the switch is

small, making the switching time short for a current switch

[19] • A voltage switch switches between reference supply

and ground. This larger change in voltage across the switch

causes slower operating speed as compared to the current

switch.

In a voltage output O/A converter the binary weighted

currents or voltages produced by the resistor network and

the switches is summed by a summing amplifier (op-amp). The

speed of the voltage output O/A converters is, generally,

restricted by the speed of this op-amp. The current output

O/A converters do not have an internal op-amp and their

speed is limited by the speed of the switches. Thus, fast

O/A converters invariably employ current switches and have

current outputs.
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The D/A converter chosen in this design is a high speed

current output D/A converter.
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CHAPTER 4

VIDEO CODEe IMPLEMENTATION

A block diagram of the video Codec design is shown in

Figure 4-1. The Video Codec comprises three blocks: an

encoder, a decoder and a memory interface. The encoder

serves to convert an incoming composite video signal into 6

bit LPCM codewords. The decoder serves to convert the LPCM

codewords into corresponding analog levels, so as to

reconstruct an approximation of the original composite video

signal. The memory interface serves to send codewords to

and receive cQdewords from the Digital Field Memory used for

storage.
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Figure 4-1: Video Codec Block Diagram

4.1 Video Codec as a Part of a TV Receiver

The Video Codec and Digital Field Memory are

collectiveiy known as the Telefield decoder and it is

proposed to incorporate this Telefield decoder in a ,

commercial TV receiver. A detailed functional description
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of the various circuit blocks of a color TV receiver is

contained in [12}. A brief description of the TV receiver

circuit functions is provided in this section to provide an

insight into where the Video Codec and Field Store can be

incorporated.

Broadcast TV signals are received via an antenna. A

tuner serves to select a single channel. The tuner is a

superhetrodyne type comprising a RF amplifier, a local

oscillator and a mixer. The selected RF channel is

converted into an intermediate frequency (IF) by the tuner.

This intermediate frequency is amplified by a set of IF

amplifiers and then fed to two detectors. An FM detector is

used for the sound· signal and an AM detector is used to

demodulate (detect) the AM picture signal. The AM detector

is referred to as the second detector. The output of the

second detector is the composite video signal (2Vp-p). From

the output of the second detector the composite video signal

is fed to the video amplifier, the sync detector and color

circuits. These circuits strip the composite video signal

into its component parts. The sync detector removes the

horizontal and vertical sync signals, which are then used to

synchronize the deflection oscillators that control the

electron beam scanning. A chrominance or color section

filters the color component of the composite video signal

and demodulates it to produce the three primary color

signals (red, green and blue). These three signals are fed
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to the control grids of the respective electron guns of the

color picture tube. The luminance signal is filtered out of

the composite video signal, amplified by the video amplifier

section and fed to the cathodes of the three electron Quns

of the picture tube. From this description it is evident

that the Video Codec and Field Store is best incorporated

after the second detector as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Video Codec Implementation in TV Receiver

The input to the Video Codec is a 2Vp-p composite video

signal from the second detector output. The output of the

codec is fed to the video amplifier, sync detector and color

demodulator circuits. The advantage of this location is

that, since the path of the signal through the TV receiver

is not disrupted, as the Video Codec is incorporated as a

series element, we can use all of the existing TV receiver

circuitry for pre-processing the video signal before



encoding.

used for

before

Also the existing TV receiver circuitry can be

post-processing the reconstructed video signal

display. This allows the Video Codec to be designed

with a minimum of external circuitry, which would otherwise

be required to perform tasks such as channel selection,

demodulation, sync detection and picture reproduction.

Further, any codec reQ4ires the use of an aliasing

pre-filter and a post-detection filter. The former prevents

foldover distortion or aliasing, while the latter smoothes

the decoded output. These filters are required to have a

linear phase, bandwidth of 0-4MHz with sharp skirt

selectivity. These requirements make the filters complex to

design and are fairly expensive. By incorporating the Video

Codec as indicated in the TV receiver, this filtering is

accomplished by the video processing circuitry of the

receiver.

Therefore by using the existing TV

design of the Telefield decoder

receiver circuitry

is simplified andthe

considerable cost saving is achieved.

4.2 Implementation of the Encoder

In this section the implementation of the encoder

circuitry will be discussed. The video encoder comprises an

input video amplifier and an AID converter. Each of the

component blocks is considered separately and the

implementation described. The description includes the
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requirements to be met followed by the selection of suitable

components and devices. A description of the circuit

operation and significant design features follow. A similar

organization is followed in the description of the

implementation of the decoder.

4.2.1 Input video Amplifier

The input video amplifier is a wide band amplifier that

amplifies the incoming composite video signal, .to use a

greater dynamic range of the AID converter.

the SIN ratio of the encoding process.

This improves

Some of the

important requirements of the video amplifier are:

1. The video amplifier must be capable of providing
sufficient gain to amplify the composite video
signal to the required level before encoding.
The amplification should however be within the
dynamic range of the AID converter to avoid
overload clipping.

2. Proper video
maintained.

signal polarity should be

3. The bandwidth of the amplifier must extend from
10Hz to 4MHz. The low frequency response should
be flat down to at least 30Hz and extend to 10Hz.
Poor low frequency response results in smearing
of objects from left to right and loss of

background illumination. Poor high frequency
response will result in loss of resolution and
detail.

4. The amplifier should introduce no phase
distortion. A linear phase characteristic is
desired. Phase distortion results in
displacement of picture elements in the

reproduced picture causing smearing in monochrome
receivers. In color receivers the effect is to
distort the hues of the reproduced colors.

5. If an active device such as an operational
amplifier (op-amp) is used to build the video
amplifier then its slew rate is important. Slew
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rate is the maximum rate of change of the output
under large signal conditions. A reduced slew
rate results in an increased rise time and hence
reduced resolution in the reproduced picture. To
handle video bandwidth signals (O-4MHz) the

op�amp slew rate requirement is around 25 V/�s.

A variety of video operational amplifiers satisfying

requirementsthe bandwidth, phase and slew rate

surveyed and the ECG9l57 was chosen.

influenced the choice.

51

INPUT
COMPOSITE
VIDEO

-

were

Availability also

100f'F
��--------� r-c

+

TO AID CONVERTER

Figure 4-3: Input Video Amplifier

The circuit schematic of the designed input video

amplifier is shown in Figure 4-3. The active device, the

ECG9l5, is a high speed and high gain operational amplifier

intended for use in wide bandwidth applications such as

7From Sylvania Semiconductors
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video amplification. The circuit configuration is in the

non-inverting moder with a closed loop gain of 100. A

closed loop gain of 100 was chosen as typical performance

curves indicate that slew rate (which is a function of the

supply voltage and the closed loop gain) is 70 vips for a

gain of 100 and supply voltages being +15V and -15V. A high

Slew rate is required to handle large bandwidth signals

without distortion. The closed loop gain (Avf) is given by

Avf = (Rf+Rl)/Rl. Rl was chosen to be 51 ohms. Rf was then

chosen to provide the required gain (100). A small lpF

capacitor is included across the feedback resistor to

improve the high frequency transient response. An input

voltage of 40mv is required to produce a 4Vp-p output. This

can be produced by attenuating the 2Vp-p output from the

second detector using a lK ohm potentiometer as an

attenuator at the input of the op-amp. Alternately, a lower

gain can be used but this reduces the slew rate of the

operational amplifier. Further, changing the gain may

require a change in the compensation capacitors, which are

recommended by the manufacturer to improve stability. Since

the ECG9l5 is a high gain high bandwidth amplifier it is

susceptible to oscillate. Manufacturer suggested

compensation capacitors CI, C2 are used to improve the gain

and phase margins of the operational amplifier for increased

stability. Bias current errors can be minimized by making

the DC resistances seen by the two input terminals equal.

However, as the bias currents are very small (O.4nA) the
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error introduced is negligible for small values of RI. It

is therefore not required to balance the bias current by

matching DC resistances at both terminals.

The designed input

performance. It provides a

phase distortion.

video amplifier gives good

bandwidth upto 4MHz with no

4.2.2 AID Converter

The AID converter digitizes the composite video signal

and encodes it into 6 bit LPCM codewords. A Flash converter

is used due to the high sampling speed(70ns) and parallel

conversion requirement. Several flash converters available

provide the above requirements. The CA33008 is used in

this design, as it was the the least expensive of the

surveyed flash converters meeting the above requirements.

The CA3300 is especially suited for high speed, low power

digitizing applications such as TV video digitization.

Detailed specifications of this AID converter are provided

in Appendix 1. Figure 4-5 is the timing diagram for the

CA3300 and Figure 4-5 illustrates the schematic of the

CA3300.

Device Operation: From Figure 4-5 we can trace through

a single conversion cycle as follows: During the high state

of the clock the comparators track the input voltage and the

aFrom RCA
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Figure 4-5: Timing Diagram of CA3300

latches track the comparator outputs (this allows us to

eliminate the need for a sample and hold circuit). On the

trailing edge of the clock the comparator outputs are

latched. The auto balance phase follows. During the low

state of the clock the latched data is decoded. On the next

rising clock edge data is clocked into an output· buffer and

appears at the output after 20ns of time delay. Thus, the

output is valid approximately one cycle + 20ns after the

sampling instant.

Supply voltages: A single supply of av is used to

power the AID converter and to provide a reference voltage.

A 5V supply can also be used, but the speed of operation of

the AID converter is then restricted to llMHz. The 8V

supply allows a sampling frequency up to l5MHz.

outputs: The outputs of the AID converter will make

transitions between binary levels of OV and av. Since all

other circuits in the codec and memory operate at TTL
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levels, the output is scaled down to OV-4V using a potential

divider network as shown in Figure 4-6, as recommended by

the manufacturer.

Clock Phase and Output Enable: The CA3300 provides a

phase pin(t8) which allows the clock to be inverted. To do

this the pin is pulled up to 8V through a lK resistor. Data

is now shifted out on the rising edge of the clock as

desired by the sequencing scheme adopted. The enable pins

CEl(#5) and CE2(J6) serve to enable or disable the outputs

and are connected as

capacitors on the pins

ground.

shown in Figure 4-6.

bypass high frequency

The O.lfJF
noise to

Reference voltages: In order to produce a correct digital

representation of an analog signal all flash converters

require precise voltage references, as the digital output

codewords are a result of a comparison between the input

analog voltages and the ·reference voltage. These references

must be accurate to 1 LSB. The reference voltage 'also fixes

the dynamic range of the AID converter. A reference voltage

which is too small will produce errors as indicated in

Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: Errors Due To Improper Re ferences

The CA3300 has three reference pins; a positive, a

negative and a mid-point reference pin. A dynamic range of

4V is chosen. Therefore the positive reference R+ is

fixed at 4V by means of a 6.8V zener diode and a lk

potentiometer. The 220 ohm resistor serves to limit the

zener current. The negative reference is kept at ground

potential. The mid-point reference is hence fixed at 2V.

All references are bypassed to ground using O.l�F ceramic
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capacitors. This capacitor serves to bypass high frequency

noise that can cause reference voltage variations. With a

4V dynamic range, the size of a quantizing bin is 63.Smv.

Potentiometers Pl and P2 are included, as suggested by

the manufacturer, to increase the accuracy of conversion.

Pl produces a GAIN TRIM to adjust for full dynamic range

utilization. P2 provides an OffSET TRIM to adjust for the

first transition from 0 to 1 to occur at 1/2 LSB or

Vref/l28.

It was observed that the stability and symmetry of the

references determine the linearity and accuracy of

conversion. Poor linearity results in straight lines having

wobbles and element spacing discontinuity in the reproduced

image.

Input: The input is supplied from the input amplifier

with a 4Vp-p composite video signal. A somewhat elaborate

system is used in supplying the input as shown in

Figure 4-8. This comprises a tracking amplifier and an

emitter follower. The tracking amplifier serves. to hold the

input DC level at 2V, while the emitter follower serves as a

buffer and drives the input. The DC level of the input is

centered on the reference center level, which references the

tracking amplifier. If the DC level of the input were to be

displaced, say, upward from the reference center level, then
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the sensitiv.ity of the counts above and below the reference

center will be different (see Figure 4-7). Further clipping

may occur on the upper or lower half of the dynamic range

reducing the resolution. All these problems will reduce the

resolution and impair picture quality. With the tracking

amplifier the DC input level tracks the reference center

voltage. Potentiometer P3 adjusts the tracking amplifier

offset voltage to acheive a 2V DC input level when the

reference center is at 2V. The 3K ohm resistor and the

O.luF capacitor serve to block the video input from being

fed back to the input of the tracking amplifier.

VIDEO INPUT

t�PU1' to AI 0

T .1Hf

-

Figure 4-8: Tracking Amplifier

Clocking: The sampling clock is provided through an

open collector in�erter (SN7406) with a IK ohm pull-up

resistor to av. A twisted pair with one wire grounded is

used to feed the clock to the AID converter as shown in

Figure 4-6. The twisted pair minimizes lead inductance and

reduces the ground current due to the clock line. At low
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frequencies the. inductance is low and ground currents flow

in the ground loop formed. To minimize these currents a 20

ohm resistance is used in series with the ground wire of the

pair. At high frequency the inductance of the ground lead

limits the ground currents.

4.3 Implementation of the Decoder

The Decoder comprises a high speed D/A converter and an

output stage.

4.3.1 D/A Converter

The important characteristics considered in choosing a

suitable D/A converter are listed below:

1. settling time of less than 69ns in order to

handle signals sampled at 14.32 MHz.

2. Conversion with low glitch.

3. 6 bit D/A conversion.

4. Direct interface to TTL.

5. Low power consumption.

6. Large output voltage compliance.

7. Preferable to have differential outputs.

S. Low cost.

A survey of high speed O/A converters led to the selection

of the DAC-OS9• This is a fairly common D/A converter and

is the least expensive of the D/A converters meeting the

9From Precision Monolithics Incorporated [PMI]
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above requirements. A circuit diagram of the designed D/A

converter is shown in Figure 4-9.

10'1
+

__----------------�LSB

_-----0

DAC"-08
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-

-

-

-

'to OU'1'Ptrr
�

FROM OECt.I1'CHn

Figure 4-9: Decoder of the Video Codec

The DAC-08 is a high speed multiplying DAC providing a

settling time of 85ns with low glitch, and allows

differential operation. Typically it is not suited for

conversion of video bandwidth signals, but an implementation

has been designed which provides acceptable performance.

Reference Voltages: The DAC-08 provides an output

current that is the product of the input digital number and

the reference current. Hence a stable reference current is

required as the output is a linear function of the reference
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current. A reference scheme suggested by the manufacturer

is used. In the reference scheme adopted· a reference

current of 2mA is fed to the two inputs of an internal

reference amplifier (pint14 and pintlS). The internal

reference amplifier

two inputs (pins t14

has a high gain and the voltage at the

and #15) track each other. The

reference voltage sourcing the 2mA reference current is

derived from the +lSV supply using a �A78LOS monolithic

regulator. The lOK ohm potentiometer in series with pin#lS

can be adjusted to vary the input reference current for full

scale adjustment. The impedance seen by the two reference

inputs is equal and approximately Sk ohm at 2mA. This

serves to cancel bias current errors. The internal

reference amplifier is compensated by using a recommended

O.Ol�F ceramic capacitor between pin#l6 and the negative

supply. A reference current of 2mA was chosen for fast

settling time. Smaller values of reference current are not

recommended in the manufacturers speCifications as settling

time is increased.

Logic Levels: The DAC-08 provides compatibility with

TTL, ECL, BTL, CMOS and PMOS families. A logic threshold

pin(tl) is provided to facilitate this compatibility. As

the logiC inputs are TTL pintl is grounded: the required

connection for TTL logic compatibility.

Settling Time: The DAC-08 settles in 8Sns with a
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reference current of 2mA. A settling time less than 69ns is

required for video signal reconstruction, at sampling

frequencies of 14.32MHZ. The speed of conversion depends on

the following:

1. The output RC time constant of the converter.

2. The settling time of each switch
converter. This in turn depends
characteristic of the switches and the
amongst the bits of the input word.

in

upon
time

the
the

skew

The output capacitance of the DAC-08 is given to be lspF and

the settling time is dominated by the output RC time

constant if the load presented to the DAC-08 output exceeds

500 ohms. In the designed circuit a 24 ohm load is

presented to the outputs. The settling time (7RC) was

calculated to be 3.36ns. This indicated that the settling

time was not restricted by the output RC time constant. The

settling time is determined by the settling time of the

internal current switches. The settling time of the LSB

switch is 3sns and each higher order bit-switch takes a

longer time to settle. For 8 bits the settling time is

8sns. This settling time was improved to 6s-70ns by

grounding the two most significant bits.

To obtain fastest settling times ground plane

construction, short lead lengths, minimizing the output load

resistance and bypassing supplies and references with O.luF

capacitors are recommended by the manufacturer and were

adopted. The resulting performance of the D/A converter was
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observed to be very satisfactory.

outputs: The output currents produced by the DAC-08

are complimentary and are jointly equal to the reference

current. These complimentary output currents are fed to an

operational amplifier current to voltage converter, which

produces a signal of 2Vp-p.

There are two significant advantages in using a

differential output:

1. Since the output currents are small, noise even

at low levels will have pronounced effects. If
differential outputs are used noise will affect
both the outputs. Differential amplification
using an operational amplifier will reduce the
noise as the noise is a common signal and the
operational amplifier has a high common mode

rejection.

2. Differential outputs provide twice the peak
produced by a single output. This allows the use

of a smaller output load resistor to obtain the.
same output level.

4.3.2 output Stage

Figure 4-10 illustrates the designed output stage. The

current to voltage converter converts the current output s of

the D/A converter to a 2Vp-p composite video signal. The

operational amplifier in the current to voltage converter

has to handle Signals of video bandwidth and hence the

requirements mentioned for the input video amplifier hold

for the current to voltage converter.

The ECG915 is used as the operational amplifier in the
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current to voltage converter. The ECG9lS being a high gain,

high bandwidth amplifier oscillates easily. Manufacturer

suggested compensation capacitors C3 and C4 are used to

improve the stability. Rdl and Ro determine the closed loop

gain of the current to voltage converter. The selection of

the closed loop gain is directly related to the stabilty of

the circuit. The choice is made with respect to the open

loop phase and open loop gain characteristics of the

operational amplifier employed. A closed loop gain of 100

is chosen. Rdl is then selected bearing in view that the

load resistance seen by the D/A converter outputs must be

small, so that it does not increase the settling time of the
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O/A converter. Rdl is chosen to be 24 ohms. Ro is chosen

to provide the desired gain. To keep the voltages at the

inverting and non-inverting terminals the same, the DC

resistances seen by the two terminals must be equal. Thus

Rd2 is made equal to the parallel combination of Rdl and Ro,

which is approximately Rdl. This also serves to reduce bias

current errors. Ro, the feedback resistor is split into a

fixed and a variable resistor to vary the amplitude of the

output voltage. The output voltage is a function of the

current through the feedback resistor, Ro and the current

through the feedback resistor is proportional to the input

current from the O/A converter. using both the D/A

converter outputs provides twice the output produced by

using only one.

The output voltage of lVp-p is fed to a 75 ohm load.

The resulting l3ma (lV/750hms) current drive cannot be

provided by the ECG9l5. Thus a complimentary emitter

follower is used as a current boosting stage. This stage

comprises complimentary transistors connected as a class-B

push-pull amplifier. With class-B operation crossover

distortion results. This distortion occurs at the zero

crossing of the output signal, where one transistor of the

push-pull circuit must be turned ON and the. other must be

turned Off. Since the transistors take a finite time to be

turned ON and Off, there occurs a short duration of the

output signal where both the transistors are Off. Thus, no
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current is provided to the load and the output remains at

ZERO level till one of the transistors turns ON. This is

eliminated by providing a 75 ohm resistor, Rb, as shown and

including the push-pull stage in the feedback loop of the

current to voltage converter. The 75 ohm resistor serves to

supply current to the load from the operational amplifier

when the transistors are Off. However, now there is no

current boosting but the current supplied should be

sufficient for grounded loads and small output voltages. As

the output increases from zero crossing the current drawn

through the 75 ohm resistor biases one of the transistors

ON, which then supplies the load with current.

Rb, should be chosen to be comparable with the load

resistance to prevent crossover distortion which will occur

due to the slew rate limitations of t�e operational

amplifier. If the load resistor is much smaller than Rb,

the output of the operational amplifier is much larger than

that at the output of the push-pull amplifier during zero

crossing of the output signal. If the push-pull amplifier

output is large enough to slew rate limit the output of the

operational amplifier, then there will be a delay in the

rise of the push-pull output giving rise to crossover

distortion, [5]� In the design Rb is chosen to be equal to

the load resistance.

The 510 ohm resistors in the collectors of the
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transistors Tl and T2 limit the maximum current through the

transistors to a safe value. An additional stage is

interposed between the push-pull output stage and the load.

This is a buffer stage provided by an emitter follower. The

buffer also transfor.ms the 75 ohm load to a high impedance

for the push-pull stage. The inclusion of the buffer stage

eliminates the distortion, which was otherwise experienced.

The designed circuit provides satisfactory performance

over the range of video frequencies.

4.4 Implementation of the Memory Interface

The memory interface comprises two clocked data latches

serving as a driver and a deglitcher. The reason for their

use is explained hereunder.

4.4.1 Driver Latch

Data from the encoder is to be stored in the memory.

The memory receives data from the encoder (AID converter)

via a ribbon cable. unless this cable is very short its

capacitance loads the output of the AID converter. This

increases the rise time of the data put out by the AID

converter. This causes a problem in latching data in the

input buffers of the memory, where a 20ns set-up time is

required after the data has reached a steady state. Hence.a

Hex D-type flip flop (SN74174) is used at the output of the

AID converter to latch its output data. The latch is

clocked at a time when the data from the AID converter has
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settled and a 20ns set-up is met. The SN74174 being a TTL

device provides sufficient current to drive the cable. A

schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Driver Latch

4.4.2 Deglitcher Latch

With any high speed current switching DAC there exists

the problem of glitches. Glitches are spikes or transients

to unwanted states. For example, if the D/A converter

switches from 011111 to 100000, all its bits are being

switched. If its internal current switches do not switch

simultaneously then a glitch occurs. For saturated logic

the turn-off time (0 to 1) is faster than the turn-on time

(1 to 0). Thus such switches cause the OAC to produce a

'zero output' before returning to the output corressponding

to 100000. This in effect produces a glitch.
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Glitches occur due to differences in the settling times of

the internal switches of a D/A converter. This is

attributed to:

1. Characteristic of the logic used in the
implementation of the D/A converter switches.

2. Time skew in the arrival of the input bits.

The former cannot be rectified but the latter can be

minimized using a deglitcher. Glitches manifest themselves

as dark or white lines in the reproduced picture. They are

especially cumbersome when TEXT messages are displayed as

letters in the text have frayed edges and are ragged.

A deglitcher circuit is one that holds the input bits

until the D/A converter switches have reached a steady

state. In the circuit designed an octal O-flip flop is used

(SN74374). Data from the memory is clocked into the

deglitch latch. This clocking allows all bits to be latched

simultaneously reducing the time skew between bits. The use

of a deglitch latch and proper clocking resulted in a

reduction of glitch energy from SOOOpv-s to approximately

40pv-s which is comparable with some of the costlier D/A

converters available. Glitch energy of IOOpv-s . is

considered to be low and found acceptable for good video

codec response.

4.5 Clocking

The system clock serves to time and sequence all
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operations in the video-codec and memory. The sampling

clock of the AID converter must be stable at 14.32MHz to

minimize the undesirable beating between the modulation

products, produced by sampling, and the sub-carrier

frequency as explained in Section 3.2.5. A stable phase

locked loop (PLL) oscillator is used which holds the

sampling frequency at 14.32MHz, thereby eliminating much of

the patterning in the reproduced picture due to modulation

beats.

stable

In addition it was observed that unless the clock is

at 14.32MHz it is not possible to display a stable

color picture(constant hues) after storing it in memory.

The circuit of the PLL oscillator used is shown in

Figure 4-12. The oscillator comprises an integrated circuit

PLL (NES64) referenced by the 3.S8MHz crystal oscillator in

the TV receiver. This is done to synchronize the system

clock and sub-carrier frequencies. It was observed that an

asynchronous clock does not allow a stable picture to be

displayed after storage, for the designed system. To obtain

14.32MHz frequency multiplication is done by using a divide

by four circuit in the feedback loop of the PLL circuit.

A three phase clock is used. The clock to the

video-codec is buffered through an open collector inverter

(SN7416) on the video-codec board. The three phases of the

clock are obtained by delaying the clock through three

inverters of the SN74l6. The phase relation of the three
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clocks is shown in Figure 4-13. The three phase clocking

scheme is required for proper sequencing of a number of

buffers and data latches which have to be clocked at

different instants dictated by the data set-up requirements.

4.6 Construction Technique

Noise is unwanted or spurious voltages induced in a

circuit. Noise affects signals to produce undesirable

outputs. Even in the higher immunity digital circuits if

noise exceeds the threshold limits spurious level changes

occur. For example, if the noise were to affect the

codewords produced by the encoder, the decoded output will

be an incorrect replica of the input signal. The ground

plane construction technique adopted helps minimize noise.

In any high speed electronic circuit, analog and

digital, in addition to the usual sources of noise: thermal,

contact and electromagnetic pick up, there are three other

sources of interference:

1. Noise due to switching. Switching at high speeds
from one level to another produces current spikes
on power supply and ground lines. Ground wires
have appreciable inductance resulting in

appreciable impedance for high frequency current

spikes. Ground currents flowing through these
wires produce undesirable voltage drops or noise.

2. At high frequencies the electrostatic coupling
between leads increases. This can be reduced by
maintaining low impedance terminations.

3. At high frequencies magnetic coupling increases.
This can be reduced by separating signal lines
and providing a nearby ground return for each

signal line. This can be done with a coaxial or
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twisted line pair.

4. Transmission line effects. At high frequencies
long interoonnecting wires act as transmission
lines. If these lines are not terminated
refleotions occur. Reflections cause pulses to
be received with negative going excursions, which
could cause damage to chips which do not have

clamping diodes at their inputs. Reflections are

minimized by terminating the lines in their
characteristic impedance.

A good grounding system is essential to minimize noise piok

up and interference. Hence for the Video Codec design a

"ground plane" construction is used. The use of AC power

ground is poor practice as there may exist several hundred

millivolts of potential' difference between points on such

grounds. The following construction techniques are used in

the Video Codec design:

1. Each individual circuit is mounted on an island
etched on the ground plane. The islands provide
better isolation between circuits. The use of
the ground plane provides two advantages:

a. At high frequencies its low inductance

provides a low impedance path for supply
ground currents.

b. It offers a constant Characteristic
impedance for signal interconnections.

2. The circuit layout employs a multipoint ground
used in combination with parallel grounding. In
this scheme each individual circuit is grounded
to its own ground plane island by very short
connections. All islands are connected to a star

point which is connected to the supply ground.
The advantage of this scheme is that at high
frequencies the ground plane provides a low
impedance path and at low frequencies the ground
potential is determined only by the ground
current and impedance of that circuit. This
helps in minimizing differences in ground
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potentials and hence ground noise.

3. Leads from one circuit to

interconnections) are glued
plane. This helps split and

coupling. capacitance, reducing
coupled crosstalk and noise.

another (signal
onto the ground
therefore minimize
electrostatically

4. Radiation is a small problem at 14.32MHz of

operation: yet lead lengths are kept as short as

possible.

S. Noise due to high frequency switching is
minimized by using O.luF ceramic capacitors to

ground on all supply pins. In addition power
supplies are decoupled using a simple R-C filter
to reject frequencies higher than 30HZ coupled
into the supply.

These construction techniques helped reduce noise

considerably, improving circuit performance. Noise levels

measured on the supply and ground leads of the Video Codec

did not exceed 200mV, which is within the noise margin of

the circuits employed.

4.7 Power Supplies

The Video Codec operates on five supplies: +ISV, -ISV,

+lOV, +8V and +SV. Laboratory power supplies were used to

provide +ISV and -lSV. The laboratory power supplies must

be capable of sourcing at least 2S0ma of current. The lOY,

av and SV are derived from the +lSV supply using a

monolithic voltage regulator (�A780S). Two versions of the

ua780S are used. One version, the pA78LOS has a current

sourcing capability of l40mA while the other, the uA780S,

Can source upto I.SA. These voltage regulators supply a SV

output but can be used as shown in Figure 4-14 to supply

outputs from S-ISV. To prevent noise from being coupled
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into the circuits via the power supply, each individual

circuit's power supply is provided with a R-C decoupling

filter at its input. This R-C filter is designed to reject

frequencies above 30Hz. The R-C filtering is restricted by

the drop across the resistor for higher resistor values.

Thus in designing the filter the resistor is chosen based on

the current drawn by the circuit. The capacitor is then

chosen to acheive the desired cut-off frequency given by:

Fc = l/(2x xRxC) ;where Fc = cut-off freq.

Vsupply - Vinput

Isupply
where Vsupply = 15V

Vinput = min. input
voltage reqd.
for the

regulator.
Isupply = current drawn

by the

regulator.

R = ----------------

Vo • vt ( 11+Rl 1 • tq.i%

t
v,

�"---��
t 5R�
�l

..

)JA 7a05

I r�
-

Figure 4-14: 5-l5V Regulated Supply

An L-C filter will provide more decoupling but does not

remove noise as effectively as an R-C filter, since a R-C

filter dissipates noise energy as heat but in an L-C filter
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noise is not removed, rather it is shifted between the

inductor and the capacitor, [15]. A O.lpF ceramic capacitor

is used across the lOO\lF decoupling capacitor to provide a

low impedance path to ground for high frequencies: as the

leads of the larger capacitor have fairly high inductance at

these frequencies.

Each individual integrated circuit in the Video Codec

is provided with an individual power supply. This scheme
.

provides good isolation and minimal interference betwen

circuits.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIGITAL FIELD MEMORY

5.1 Memory Requirements

The Digital Field Memory stores a page of Teletext

information. The page corresponds to one field of a NTSC TV

picture. Although TV pictures are normally displayed as

frames (2 interlaced fields), it was decided to store only a

single field to minimize memory requirements (capacity and

complexity). It was observed that pictures of acceptable

quality are obtained by storing and displaying a single

field.

The size of the memory required to store a single NTSC

TV picture field can be determined from the sampling

frequency and the number of bits used to encode each sample.

With a sampling frequency of 14.32MHz there are· 14.32

million samples produced per second. Each sample is encoded

as a 6 bit LPCM codeword. Therefore there are 85.92

(14.32x6) million bits produced per second. Since in the
I

NTSC system a TV picture field occurs every sixtieth of a

second there are 1.432 (85.92/60) million bits per field.
I

Thus, a memory of 1.432 megabits is required to store a

complete NTSC TV picture field.

A second requirement for the memories, used to store

the field, is a fast read and write cycle time. Cycle times

comparable with the encoding rate are desirable. This
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reduces the need for buffers to equalize the encoding rate

and the cycle times.

The field store was implemented using 24 (64Kxl)

Dynamic Random Access Memories (DRAMs). The 24 DRAMS cost

about $180(CDN) and accounts for the major cost of the

proposed field store. with the introduction of the faster

and larger 256K DRAMs and CCD memories the cost of a field

store will drop considerably. Forecasters Figure that by

1988 256K DRAMs will sell for about 1 millicent per bit,

[13] and hence a store with a capacity of 1.5 to 2.0

megabits would cost $15 to $20(us). The Philips Research

Laboratories at Eindhoven, Netherlands, have produced a 308K

bit CCD memory for video storage applications. This device

has a simple serial structure(FIFOlO) that does not

require address circuitry. Thus, the chip occupies a small

area(34.8sq rom), [17] and the size is well suited for

incorporating in a TV receiver. This chip will cost about

$23(us), the same as the 256K DRAM, when introduced in 1985,

[13] •

Currently DRAMs offer the lowest storage cost per bit.

In the designed memory 24 (64K) DRAMs, HYB4164-l, are used

to implement the field store. The HYB4164-1 has the fastest

lOFIFO: First In First Out
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time (250ns) available for DRAMs of

Availability of this chip also

influenced the choice.

5.2 Overview of Memory Design

The Digital Field Memory comprises four functional

blocks as shown in Figure 5-1. These are a storage memory,

a set of input buffers, a set of output buffers and a logic

controller.

The storage memory serves to store the digitized TV

field. The storage memory WRITE cycle time is four times as

long as the required encoding rate. Therefore input buffers

are used to assemble four samples for simultaneous writing

into the memory. Similarly the memory READ cycle time is

four times slower than the rate at which samples are to be

read out, to create a NTSC TV picture. Output buffers are

used to store four samples which are then given sequentially

to the D/A converter for decoding. Thus, samples are

multiplexed before storage and demultiplexed after reading

from the store.

The logic controller controls and sequences operations

of reading from and writing into the storage memory. The

logic controller essentially comprises a control sequencer,

an address generator, a read/write control logic and a sync

detector. The control sequencer produces four clocks which

are used to sequence data through the input and output
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The address generator produces the addresses of

the memory locations to be accessed during a read or write

cycle. The Read/Write control logic produces the signals to

write into or read from the storage memory. The Sync

detector is used to detect the occurrence of vertical sync

pulses, which are used to start and terminate the storage of

a complete field.

In a multiplexed TV signal several fields occur

successively, which are displayed as they arrive. The TV

receiver does not have a facility whereby a user can view a

particular field for a while. This can be achieved by

storing the desired field in memory and displaying it at the

standard NTSC field rate (60 fields per second). A STORE

switch is provided which when depressed activates circuitry

to store a field. When the switch is released the stored

field is displayed until a new field is to be stored. This

provision is analogous to the PAUSE feature in Video

Cassette Recorders (VCRs). The designed circuit allows the

storage of a single field, but there is no provision to

select an individual field.

The scheme used for storing a field and reading it out

for display is as follows:
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Writing Into Memory<Storage>

When data is being written into the memory, a memory

bypass path is used, as shown in Figure 5-2, to allow a

display on the TV screen. To store a single field a STORE

switch is depressed. This switch disables the memory output

buffers and enables the data to pass through the bypass

path. Simultaneously, data is written into the memory. The

first vertical sync pulse that occurs, after the STORE

switch is depressed, is detected by the sync detector and it

is used to reset the address generator to the first memory

location. The address generator is incremented, once during

each write cycle, to access successive memory locations into

which data is written. The next vertical sync pulse is

detected and used to reset the address generator again to

the first memory location. Thus, during the time between

the two vertical sync pulses a complete TV field would have

been written into the memory.

The vertical sync. pulses occur every sixtieth of a

second and hence during the time the STORE switch is

depressed several vertical sync pulses will occur. Each

successive vertical sync pulse begins writing a new field

into the memory. The memory can store only one field and

h�nce the new field is written over the previous one. When

the STORE switch is released the storage of the current

field continues until it has been completely stored in the

memory. This is necessary, for if the storage of the field
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stopped at the instant the switch was released, then the

memory could contain data from two fields. Thus, when the

memory contents are displayed the reproduced picture w·ill

not be as desired. When the STORE switch is released the

field being written at that time will be completely stored

Reading From Memory<Display>

When data is being read out of the memory for display

the output buffers are enabled and the memory bypass path is

disabled, as illustrated in Figure 5-3. Once again a

vertical sync pulse is detected by the sync detector and is

used to begin reading data out of the memory, by resetting

the address generator to the first memory location. The

address gene�ator is incremented once every read cycle, to

access successive memory locations containing the data to be

read out. The next vertical sync pulse is detected and used

to reset the address generator. This terminates the reading

out of one complete field. The reading process is

continuous and is terminated only by depressing the STORE

switch, which then causes a memory write operation to begin.

Since successive vertical sync pulses, occurring a sixtieth

of a second apart, start the reading of the stored field,

the stored field is displayed at a rate of 60 times per

second. This rate is a standard in the NTSC system and

allows a still picture to be seen on a TV screen.

Details of the Digital Field Memory design are
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presented . in the following sections. Each block of the

digital memory is considered separately and its function and

design features are outlined.

5.3 storage Memory

The storage memory stores a digitized TV field. The

HYB4164-111 was selected in this design to implement the

storage memory.

The HYB4164-1 is a high speed dynamic random access

memory (DRAM), organized as 65,536 one bit words. The

65,536 bit locations are addressed by 256 row addresses and

256 column addresses. It has fast read and write cycle

times of 250ns each and a long refresh period of 4ms.

Appendix 1 contains a detailed description of its

specifications.

Twenty four memory chips are used to provide 1.536

megabits of storage, which is adequate to store a complete

field. The store is organized as four parallel memory

banks, with each bank comprising 6 memory chips in parallel.

Figure 5-4 illustrates the schematic of one memory bank.

The parallel memory organization was chosen due to read and

write cycle time limitations. The minimum write cycle time

is 250ns, while the sampling time is 70ns. Thus,

Ilfrom Siemens
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cfb �,
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Figure 5-4: A Single Memory Bank

multiplexing at the memory input is required if all the

encoded words, of one field, are to be stored. This is done

by storing four successive codewords from the AID converter

in four input buffers. These four words are simultaneously

written into the four memory banks, each associated with one

of the input buffers. This scheme results in four codewords

being written into the memory every 280ns (70x4), which

satisfies the minimum required write cycle time. Each

codeword contains 6 bits and hence each bank is implemented

with 6 memory chips in parallel.

The minimum read cycle time is 250ns. If the codewords
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stored in the memory are read out at this rate and

converted, by the D/A converter, to an analog signal, the

frequency of this analog signal will be approximately one

fourth that of the original signal, which was encoded at a

rate of 70ns and stored. Therefore if the original signal

is to be reproduced the memory contents must be read out at

a rate of 70ns. The scheme adopted to achieves this as

follows: Four codewords, one from each bank, are read out

simultaneously into four output buffers during each read

cycle. The buffers are then sequentially read at a rate of

70ns, which is the desired data output rate.

Hence, the parallel memory organization adopted

eliminates the read and write cycle speed limitation. In

this arrangement all memory chips have their corresponding

address and read/write control lines tied together.

Therefore any memory operation involves all the memory

chips. This is convenient in memory refreshing.

The DRAMs are to be refreshed periodically, at least

every 4ms, if their contents are to remain valid. Every

time a location is addressed all locations in the same row

are refreshed. Hence during each memory read or write cycle

a complete row of locations will be refreshed. Each read or

write cycle takes 280ns and since there are 256 rows the

entire memory is refreshed in 71.68ps (280x256ns), easily

satisfying the refresh period requirement (4ms). Hence in
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the scheme of operation adopted, as the memory is being

continuously read from or being written into the contents

will be refreshed automatically and no separate refresh

cycle is required.

5.4 Input Buffers

The input buffers serve to equalize the input data rate

and the memory write cycle time. The double buffering

arrangement of input buffers used is shown in Figure 5-5.

Each buffer is a Hex D-flip flop(DM74LS174). Data from

a common input data bus to the four input buffers is

sequenced using four clocks 00, 01, 02 and 03, shown in

Figure 5-6 generated by the control sequencer. Clocks 03,

00 and 01 enter three consecutive coded words, from the AID

converter into buffers Fl, F2 and F3 respectively. The next

clock 02 enters the next coded word into the buffer 14 and

simultaneously transfers the contents of buffers Fl, F2 and

F3 to buffers 11, 12 and 13 respectively. Thus, four

codewords are simultaneously presented to the four memory

banks, associated with the buffers 11, 12, 13 and 14, during

each read cycle. During the memory write cycle time three

new codewords are produced by the AID converter, for

storage. These three codewords are stored in buffers Fl, F2

and F3 by 03, 00 and 01 respectively. Thereby, this double

buffering scheme prevents the contents of the buffers 11, 12

and I3 from being altered, by the new codewords produced,

during a write cycle.
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5.5 Output Buffers

�he output buffers serve to equalize the memory read

cycle time and the desired output data rate. Four output

buffers, each associated with a memory bank, are used. The

schematic of the arrangement is shown in Figure 5-7.

Each output buffer is an octal D-flip flop (SN74LS374)

with tri-state outputs. An open collector or tri-state

buffer is used as all the output buffers are connected to a

common output data bus. This feature eliminates the need

for separate multiplexers. Figure 5-8 illustrates the

timing for sequencing the data out of the four output

buffers 01, 02, 03 and 04. Four stored words are

simultaneously c locked from the memory banks to the

associated output buffers on the rising edge of clock 01

(Co)� �he buffers are then sequentially enabled by applying

their output enable pins low for a duration of 70ns. These

enabling waveforms, shown in Figure 5-8 are generated by the

logic controller.

5.6 LOgic Controller

The logic controller controls and sequences the

read and write operations. It comprises a

memory

control

sequencer, an address generator, a read/write logic circuit,

an output data sequencer and a sync detector.

5.6.1 Control Sequencer

The sequencer comprises two D-flip flops (SN7474)
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interconnected as a Johnson counter is shown in Figure 5-9.

The two flip flops are synchronously clocked at 14.32

MHz by the system clock. The sequencer produces four clocks

00, 01, 02 and 03 (see Figure 5-10), each of frequency

3.5SMHz and 70ns apart.

following purposes:

These clocks are used for the

1. Sequence the clocking of data into the input
buffers.

2. Generating signals to sequentially enable the
data out of the output buffers.

3. Increment the memory address generator.

4. Generate the memory read/write control signals.

5.6.2 Output Data Sequencer

This circuit sequentially clocks the data out of the

output buffers. The enabling wav�forms, shown in

Figure 5-S, are generated by decoding the four clocKs 00,

01, 02 and 03 produced by the control sequencer. The

decoder is implemented using two four input NAND gates

(SN7420) as shown in Figure 5-11. A strobe (disable) input

is provided for the NAND gates of the decoder. When the

STORE switch is depressed and data is being written into the

memory, the output buffers are to be disabled as mentioned

earlier. This is done as follows: The strobe input is taken

LOW causing the outputs of all the NAND gates of the decoder

to go HIGH. These NAND gate outputs are connected to the

output enable pins of the output buffers. These are active
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low pins and hence the output buffers are disabled (outputs ..

are tri-stated).

5.6.3 Address Generator

Figure 5-12 is a schematic of the address generator.

Sixteen address bits are required to decode 1 of 65,536

memory locations, each located with a a-bit row and a a-bit

column address. These sixteen address bits are provided by

means of a l6-bit counter, implemented using four binary

counters (SN74161). The SN74l6l is a four bit counter with

a carry look ahead facility that allows cascading -of several

of these counters to obtain a fast n-bit synchronous

counter. The lower a bits of the address counter are used

to address the memory rows while the upper 8 bits are used

to address the memory columns. The counter is incremented
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once every read or write cycle (280ns) by clock QO. In this

addressing scheme the column address remains constant while

the row address is incremented 0 to 255 and then the column

address is incremented and so on. The lower a bits of the

counter were chosen to represent the memory row addresses to

satisfy the memory refresh requirement. All memory

locations in the memory should be refreshed at least once

every 4ms. Refreshing is done by accessing rows. When a

row is accessed all locations of that row are refreshed.

Since there are 256 rows and a row address is presented

every 280ns, in our addressing scheme, a complete memory

refresh takes 7l.68ps (256x280ns).
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The memory chips (HYB-4164-1) have only eight address

pins (AO-A7). Hence a data selector or multiplexer (2:1) is

used to present the row and column addresses to the memory

chips. The row address is first selected and set up on the

address pins (AO-A7) and then latched onto the chip by a row

address strobe(RAS). Next, the column address is selected

and latched onto the memory chips by a column address

strobe(CAS). The selection of rows and columns is

implemented using two SN74157 2:1 line multiplexers whose

select input is driven by an address select signal. This

address select signal and the CAS, RAS signals are generated

by the read/write logic circuitry.

When a video pattern, from a NTSC pattern generator,

was stored and displayed errors appeared as spurious black

and white dots on the displayed pattern. These errors were

traced to the following condition: whenever the row address

00000000 occurred the memory would produce bit errors. It

appeared as if the memory was storing random data in the

locations corressponding to the row address 00000000. The

experiment used to trace the problem was as follows: a

sinusoidal signal of 5KHz was stored in the memory and

displayed on an oscilloscope. The errors were observed as

glitches on the displayed sinusoidal signal. All the row

address bits were fed to a 8 input NOR gate and the output

of the gate was used to trigger the oscilloscope. It was

observed that the glitches occurred whenever the row address
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was all zero and the gate output was 1.

The timing of the memory read and write operations was

checked. Further the circuit was checked to identify if

switching noise was the problem. These checks gave no

indication of why the errors were occurring. No reason was

found for the problem experienced.

The errors were eliminated by not allowing the row

address to go to 00000000. This is done as follows: the

row address following 11111111 is 00000000. When the row

address reaches 11111111 the ripple carry output of binary

counter#2 goes LOW for a duration of one clock period. This

signal is used to load the number 0001 in binary counter#l.

Thus the row address following 11111111 is 00000001, which

obviates the all zero row address and the resulting bit

errors produced by the memory.

The address counters are reset by the vertical sync

pulses detected and regenerated by the sync detector.

5.6.4 Read/Write Control Logic

The read/write control logic provides four signals that

control memory read and write operations. The signals

produced are:

1. Row Address strobe(RAS): To latch the row address
onto the memory chips.

2. Column Address Strobe(CAS}: To latch the column
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address onto the memory chips.

3. Read/write signal(R/W): To read from and write to
the memory.

4. ROW/Column select: To select row and column
addresses, from the address counters, using a 2:1
multiplexer.

The RAS, CAS, ROw/Column select signals are generated

fom the clocks 00 and 01 of the control sequencer using a

O-f1ip flop (DM7474), two AND gates (SN7408) and two EX-OR

gates (SN7486) as shown in Figure 5-13. The timing diagram

of the signals produced by the read/write control logic is

illustrated in Figure 5-14. These signals satisfy the

read/write cycle timing specified by the manufacturer for

the memory chips. Appendix 1 contains a list of these

specifications.

The read/write signal is produced using a D-flip flop

(OM7474) as shown in Figure 5-15. The input to the O-flip

flop is the output of a contact debounce circuit for the

STORE switch. The flip flop is clocked by the vertical sync

from the sync detector. To begin writing into the memory

the STORE switch is depressed (LOW). The O-flip flop output

goes LOW after the first vertical sync pulse and remains LOW

on subsequent vertical sync pulses until the STORE switch is

released (HIGH). As long as Qd.is LOW data can be written

into the memory. On the next vertical sync pulse Qd goes

high and data can be read from the memory. Since the O-flip

flop is clocked by the vertical sync pulse, its output
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cannot change state from HIGH to LOW (start write) and then

LOW to HIGH (stop write) before the occurrence of two

vertical sync pulses. Thus, Qd will be LOW (MEMORY WRITE)

for the duration between two successive vertical sync pulses

and hence a full field can be written into the memory_ In

the normal state Qd is HIGH (MEMORY READ) allowing

continuous reading from the memory_

5.6.5 Sync Detector

The sync detector serves to detect the occurrence of

the vertical sync pulses in the composite video signal that

is to be stored. These detected vertical sync pulses are
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used to START and STOP the storage of one complete field.

The circuit used is shown in Figure 5-16.

The sync detector comprises of a clipper, an

integrator, a threshold detector and a monos table

multivibrator.

Clipper

The clipper removes the horizontal and vertical sync

pulses from the composite video signal. A comparator

(LM3ll) is used to implement the clipper as shown in

Figure 5-16. The capacitor C1 bocks the DC level of the

composite video signal. Resistors Rl and R2 serve to bias

the input at 500mv to prevent noise from triggering the

comparator. The negative going horizontal and vertical sync

pulses (-O.5V) will trigger the comparator to produce an

output.

Integrator

The integrator serves t6 separate the vertical sync

from horizontal sync pulses obtained at the output of the

clipper. The vertical sync pulses are of the wide width

(830us} while the horizontal sync pulses are of the width

(S.08us). To separate these pulses an integrator with a

long time constant (26.4ms) is used. Due to a long time

constant, the capacitor of the integrator charges and

discharges slowly and will not produce an appreciable output
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for the shorter horizontal sync pulses. The output of the

integrator is illustrated in Figure 5-17.

Threshold Detector

This is a schmitt trigger implemented using a LM3ll

comparator as shown in Figure 5-16. The threshold level is

adjusted by a potentiometer P4 so that only the integrated

vertical

an output.

(positive

sync pulses can trigger the comparator to produce

Resistor R5 is used to provide hysteresis

feedback) for greater noise immunity.

of this stage is a negative going

approximate duration 160us.

vertical

The output

pulse ofsync

Monostable

The address counters have an active LOW asynchronous

reset. Therefore, if the wide vertical sync pulse from the

output of the threshold detector were used to reset the

address counters, the counters will be disabled for the

entire duration of the vertical sync pulse (l60ps). During

this time 2286 (160ps/70ns) digitized codewords, from the

A/D converter will be produced and will not be stored, as

the address counters are disabled. The codewords that will

be lost are the ones that represent the vertical sync pulse

of the TV field to be stored. Hence the stored picture will

have no vertical sync pulse. when such a picture is

displayed on the TV screen it rolls up or down. To avoid

this the address counters should be reset by a narrow
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vertical sync pulse, which disables them only for a very

short duration. A monostab1e (SN74121) is used to produce a

narrow vertical sync pulse. The monostable is triggered by

the wide vertical sync pulse from the output of the

threshold detector and it generates a narrow vertical sync

pulse (width=I04ns). This narrow vertical sync pulse is

used to reset the address counters.

5.7 Interface Buffers

Two additional buffers are used in the designed memory

to serve as an interface between the Video Codec and the

Digital Field Memory. These buffers are clocked D-flip

flops (SN74174). Buffer B1 receives data from the AID

converter via a ribbon cable. The data received at the

memory input buffers was observed to be noisy. Buffer 81' is

used to latch the incoming data and regenerate a "c Lean"

output to the input buffers.

During a memory read operation it is observed that,

with the sequencing scheme adopted for enabling the output

buffers, for a short duration in each enabling interval the

outputs from two buffers are present on the common output

data bus. This is because the enabling signals from the

output data sequencer overlap for a short interval, as shown

in Figure 5-8. To ensure that the proper data is decoded by

the O/A converter, buffer B2 is clocked at an instant when

the data from only one output buffer is valid. Buffer B2

latches the data from the memory output buffers during
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memory read and data from the bypass path during memory

write and transmits the data to the deglitch latch of the

Video Codec at a fixed instant.

5.8 Bypass Circuit

During a memory write operation data from the AID

converter is sent to the memory output buffers. This data

is also transmitted via a memory bypass path to the D/A

converter, where it is reconverted to an analog signal for

display •. This allows a picture to be displayed while

writing into the memory. When the data from the memory is

being read out, data through the bypass path must be

disabled. This is done by using a bypass circuit,

implemented using an Octal D-type latch (SN74373). The

latch is enabled during a memory write operation and

disabled during a memory read operation.

It was observed that the data arrives at buffer B2,

during a memory read, at a different time from that during a

memory write cycle. Since the deglitch latch is to be

clocked only after the data at its inputs has met the set-up

requirements, this difference in the arrival of data during

a memory read and memory write cycle causes a problem in the

instant of clocking. The bypass latch introduces a delay in

the bypass path that minimizes the time difference in the

data received at the buffer B2, during a memory read and

memory write operation. This helps in clocking buffer B2,

at a fixed instant, with the required data set-up time.
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5.9 Phasing Circuit

The relation between the color sub-carrier frequency

and the horizontal line frequency is such that there is an

odd multiple of half cycles (227 1/2) on each horizontal

line. Successive fields are separated by a difference of

half a horizontal line. This half line difference results

in a quarter cycle difference of the sub-carrier phase on

successive fields. This is equivalent to saying that the

sub-carrier phase is shifted by 90 degrees on successive

fields. Therefore, to define a complete NTSC TV picture

four fields are to be stored; since after four fields the

sub-carrier phase has rotated through 360 degrees. Storing

four fields is uneconomical as the memory chips (HYB

4164-1), alone, will cost $720(CDN). As an alternative, a

single field can be stored and the effect of shifting the

sub-carrier phase on successive fields can be simulated

using a phasing scheme.

A 90 degree phase shift corresponds to quarter cycle

delay of the sub-carrier. Since the sub-carrier frequency

is 3.58MHz, this delay is approximately 70ns which

incidentally is the sampling rate. Therefore, if a single

field is stored and read out each time with a 70ns delay

(one sample duration) the required 90 degree phase shift of

the sub-carrier in successive fields is achieved.

In the color TV receiver hue information is demodulated
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from the chrominance signal, for which a 3.58MHz sub-carrier

is locally generated by a crystal oscillator. Proper phase

relation between this g�nerated sub-carrier and the

chrominance signal sub-carrier determines whether the hues

will be demodulated correctly. If a single field is stored

and read out repeatedly for display without the required 90

degree phase shift, on successive fields, the phase relation

between the chrominance sub-carrier and that generated by

the TV crystal oscillator will be correct for only one out

of four fields. Thus, the hues in the displayed picture

will not be stable. This was observed and a sub-carrier

phasing scheme was considered necessary.

The phasing scheme adopted is as follows: the control

sequencer is clocked by the system clock at l4.32MHz and it

generates four clocks 00, 01, 02 and 03 of frequency 3.58MHz

and 700s apart. This 70ns delay is equal to one quarter the

sub-carrier cycle. These clocks <00 through 03) are used to

enable the memory output buffers and therefore control the

reading from the Digital Field Memory. Hence, if these

clocks are sequenced appropriately in each successive field

the required 90 degree phasing can be achieved. This

sequencing occurs automatically in each successive field if

the system clock that clocks the control sequencer is phase

locked to the sub-carrier frequency of the signal to be

digitized. This is achieved by using the 3.S8MHz

sub-carrier derived from the input signal to phase reference
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a PLL frequency mUltiplying circuit

14.32MHz system clock [Section 4.5].

which generates the

Using this scheme,

storage of a single field was seen to be adequate for

display of a still picture.

The scheme used has two limitations. The first

limitation is that a picture "with stable hues is seen only

if the sequencer is clocked at exactly four times the

sub-carrier frequency (14.3l818MHz±100Hz). The second

limitation is that a circuit is required to demodulate the

sub-carrier in the incoming TV signal. This sub-carrier is

then used to phase reference the system clock. This means

that a portion of the TV receiver (sub-carrier demodulation)

must be built into the proposed design.

5.10 Construction Technique

The construction technique used to implement the

Digital Field Memory is similar to that adopted for the

Video Codec. Ground plane construction is used." The ground

plane helps to provide a constant characteristic impedance

for interconnecting wires and also provides a low inductance

ground. At high frequencies of operation, such as in the

designed circuit, the low inductance ground helps to reduce

the difference in ground potentials at different points in

the circuit.

Current spikes due to high frequency switching is

minimized by using O.lpF capacitors on the supply pins of
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the integrated circuits used. In addition the power supply

to the Digital Field Memory board is decoupled using a

simple R-C filter that rejects frequencies higher than 30Hz

from being coupled into the supply.

It was observed that there was excessive ringing on the

address lines and memory read/write control lines. This

ringing is due to reflections that occur on an unterminated

line, [7). If the ringing (oscillations) in the negative

direction exceeds -O.7V the memory could be damaged. The

ringing was minimized considerably by terminating each line

with an effective resistance of 180 ohms.
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CHAPTER 6

PERFORMANCE TESTING

The performance of the designed Video Codec and the

Digital Field Memory is characterized by a set of

parameters. This chapter describes tests adopted to measure

performance in terms of these parameters. Each performance

characterizing parameter is explained to define what it

implies. These definitions are considered necessary as the

parameters in focus could have a different implication in a

different test environment. The definitions are followed by

a description of the test adopted to obtain a performance

measure.

The tests are grouped into four categories, based on

the component blocks of the system., This grouping serves to

identify critical characteristics of the component blocks,

which would seriously impair overall system performance if

not satisfied. The choice of the tests was largely dictated

by the availability of testing equipment. However, the

tests conducted afford a good measure of the important

parameters characterizing the designed Video Codec's

performance. A function generator, an oscilloscope, a

vector monitor, a video monitor and a distortion analyser

were used to conduct all the tests in this thesis.
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The following tests were conducted:

a. Frequency Response

b. Square Wave Response

2. D/A Converter Tests

a. Differential Non-Linearity and Monotonicity

3. Video Codec Tests

a. Linearity and Accuracy

b. Bandwidth

c. S/N Ratio

d. Differential Gain and Differential Phase

e. Color Bar Response

4. Digital Field Memory Tests.

6.1 Amplifier Tests

The frequency response of the input and output video

amplifiers of the Video Codec can limit the overall system

bandwidth. Any frequency and phase distortion introduced by

the amplifiers will impair the reproduced picture as

explained in Section 3.1. Thus, amplifier tests are aimed

at determining the frequency and phase distort ion, if any,

of the input video amplifier and the output video amplifier.

The amplifiers in the system must have linear phase and a

bandwidth of 4MHz. The low frequency response must be flat
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down to 30Hz and extend to 10Hz.

A range of frequencies from 10Hz to 5MHz were fed to

the amplifier and the output response was measured. A

sinusoidal signal generated by a function generator was used

as the input. An oscilloscope or RMS voltmeter can be used

to measure the output and input levels. A dual trace

oscilloscope was used to observe the input and output

simultaneouslY1 a method useful in observing phase shifts.

The output amplitude versus the frequency of the input

signal was measured and the the bandwidth determined. The

amplifiers

from 10Hz

were observed to have a wide bandwidth extending

to 4MHz, satisfying the video trequency

requirements.

Square Wave Response

An approximate and practical method of detecting video·

amplifier troubles, is to observe the response of the

amplifier to a square wave. Frequency and phase distortion

alter the shape of the output response which should ideally

be a square wave. A low frequency square wave (60Hz) was

used to test the low frequency response of the amplifier. A

high frequency square wave (25KHz) was used to test the high

frequency response of the amplifier. A function generator

was used as the source to the amplifier and the input and

output are observed on a dual trace oscilloscope. Care was
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taken not to drive the amplifier into saturation by the

input as this causes clipping of the' tops of the output

makes the· observation of distortion difficult. Figure 6�1

adapted from [121, provides a summary of symptoms observed

for common video amplifier troubles, using the square wave

test. The test was conducted and observations indicated

that the amplifiers have little waveform distortion.

INPUT TO
VIDEO AMP

SHAPE OF
OUTPUT

INTERPRETATION

nJ1..I Good low freq. res�nse. phaseconstant delay or inear

nIL flJl; Low freq. phase lead.
Low freq. attenuation.

60Hz rtrt,
Low freq. phase lag.

flJl..J Good high freq. response.

rlJlJ High freq. attenuation.

�

IlIL iU1J Oscillation due to
excessive high freq.
response and phase shift.

-

f'\/\,;
Poor mid freq. response

25KHz and phase distortion.

Figure 6-1: Video Amplifier Troubles
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6.2 D/A Converter Tests

Differential Non-Linearity and Monotonocity

Differential Non-Linearity
Ideally if the digital value of the input
word to a D/A converter changes by one bit(l
LSB) there should be a correspond ing
constant increment in the analog output. If
the analog output changes by varying amoun ts

there is differential non-linearity in the

D/A conversion. Differential non-linearity
is thus a measure of the actual increment in
analog output compared to the ideal
increment expected for a one bit change in
the digital input to the D/A converter.

Monotonicity A D/A converter is monotonic if its analog
output increases uniformly with a

correspond ing increase in the we ig h t 0 f the

input digital word. Non-monotonicity occurs

when the differential non-linearity error is
greater than the weight of lLSB.

Figure 6-2 illustrates these two D/A conversion errors.

t
Un'OI,'IAINT1ALNOIIIUNIAIUT\';

OUTPUT MONOTONIC

\
---t- 811' t GAIN �81T I.OW

811' 1 GAIN MORe·THAN-1 81f "OW

1Z245.781012 N-12l45.7810'Z N-

DIFFERENTIAL NON-LINEARITY ERROR NON-MONOTONIC!!

Figure 6-2: P/A Conversion Errors <3 Bits)

(adapted from [19)

Non-monotonicity causes the reproduced video picture to

be distorted with discontinuities and gaps and straight

lines in the pictures will have wobbles, (19). Line and dot
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pictures are observed to have improper shades.

Monotonicity and differential non-linearity were tested

with the circuit shown in Figure 6-3. The digital sequence

generator produces a binary sequence that increases from 0

to 63 and then decreases from 63 to 0, in a cyclic manner.

This sequence was fed to the six least significant bits of

the D/A converter. The output of the D/A converter was

observed on an
.

oscilloscope. The output obtained

is illustrated in the Figure 6-4. The following information

can be obtained from the output (staircase) waveform:

1. The step heights (size) and spacing is a measure

of non-linearity. The step size is 1 LSB.

2. If the steps do not increase monotonically as the

input increases from 0 to 63 and decrease

monotonically as the input decreases from 63 to 0
then the O/A converter is non-monotonic.

3. Glitch energy at major bit transitions can be
observed by expanding a step on the oscilloscope.

The O/A converter output illustrated in Figure 6-4 was

observed to be monotonic.

6.3 video Codec Tests

The tests described hereunder are adapted trom {201,

[21] and [22].

Linearity and Accuracy

Accuracy Accuracy of a O/A converter is the
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Figure 6-3: O/A Converter's Response to Test Input
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difference between the theoretical and
measured analog output for a given input
digital code. For an AID converter it is
the difference between the theoretical and
actual input analog value required to

produce a specific digital code. Since the
Video Codec contains an AID converter and a

DIA converter the above definition can be

generalized: Accuracy of a Video Codec is
the difference between the actual and
theoretical analog output values for a given
analog input.

Linearity Theoretically the conversion relationship
between input and output of a codec can be

expressed as a straight line. Linearity,
then is a measure of the maximum deviation,
from this straight line, when a plot of
input versus output is made from measured
values.

Linearity errors cause distortion in pictures or

graphics. Text is not affected as much.

o
OSCILLOSCOPE [A-St

,.

FUNctION VIDEO
GENDA'!Oll COOEC

CHANNEL A

0
o CHANNl

f
L S

Figure 6-5: Linearity Test

Linearity error of a Video Codec should not exceed

±l/2LSB. Quantization results in an inherent error of

+1/2LSB. Thus the overall accuracy of the Video Codec is

required to have an error less than±lLSB or 2LSBs peak to

peak [20].
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Figure 6-5 shows the test set-up to measure linearity.

The test comprises of feeding a 25KHz ramp input from a

function generator to the Video Codec and to one channel of

a dual trace oscilloscope. The output of the Codec was fed

to the second channel of the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope

was set in the differential (subtract) mode. Thus, the

waveform observed on the scope was the error waveform. This

error waveform should not exceed 2LSBs peak to peak.

In the test performed the peak to peak linearity error

was observed to be slightly less than 2LSBs (l25mv).

Bandwidth

Bandwidth is the range of frequencies that the Video
Codec can pass without attenuation.

Since the sampling rate is l4.32MHz the AID converter

can handle signals·upto 7.l6MHz in frequency which is more

than the required video signal bandwid th ot 4MHz.

Essentially, in the video Codec designed the bandwidth is

determined by the input and output ampl i f i e r s , whose

frequency response is measured as described under the

amplifier tests.

Signal to Noise<S/N) Ratio

SiN Ra tio This is the ratio of the RMS signal to RMS
noise level, measured at the Video Codec

output.
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A Hp12 distortion analyser (334A) was used in the

measurement. A full load sine wave with a fundamental

frequency of 50KHz was fed to the Video Codec. The output

of the Video Codec was fed to the distortion analyser. With

the analyser set to the "distortion" measuring mode, the

output was measured in dB. This is essentially a measure of

the RMS signal to noise ratio. The theoretical RMS signal

to noise ratio for a sinewave signal is 6N + 1.8 dB, [16J;

where N = the number of bits in the digital word. Thus for

a full load sinusoidal signal, the minimum signal to noise

ratio for 6 bit encoding is 37.8dB. However, for a LPCM

NTSC TV signal the SiN ratio will be slightly different from

the theoretical value, [1]. This is because the luminance

component is only 57 percent of the composite signal and

secondly, the quantizing noise will be band-limited to

4.2MHz(Video bandwidth). The net effect is to reduce the

peak signal to RMS noise ratio. The RMS SIN ratio remains

approximately sarne.

A SiN ratio of 36dB allows fairly good color picture

reproduction. The RMS SiN ratio of the Video Codec,

measured using the distortion analyser was 32.5dB. This

indicates a reduction of 5.3dB from the ideal value of

37.8dB. This reduction is due to noise from the digital

12Hewlett Packard
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circuits of the designed system.

Vector Monitor

The remaining Video Codec tests make use of a Vector

Monitor. The Vector Monitor provides a visual display of

the amplitudes (saturation) and relative phase angles (hues)

of the chrominance component of the NTSC color signal. This

allows us to check, with a standard test signal, whether the

encoding has been carried out properly. Two types of

display options· are provided by the Vector Monitor. A Polar

display, in which each individual color is represented as a

vector whose length is equal to the signal amplitude and

phase is relative to the reference color burst phase. The

display for each color on the Vector Monitor is a vector

which resembles two dots with faint lines joining them.

Figure 6-6 illustrates the display graticule that is used

for interpreting Vector displays of the chrominance

component of a color signal.

A second display option, the Line display, allows a

presentation of luminance signal amplitudes. This mode is

also used for measurement of differential gain and

differential phase, which are two important measures of a

Video Codec's performance. Figure 6-7 illustrates the

Vector Monitor display graticule for this measuring mode.

The instrument used in the remainder of the tests

described in this section was a fairly sophisticated Vector
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Figure 6-6: Polar Display of Vector Monitor

(adapted from Instruction Manual for the
Tektronix NTSC Vectorscope 520A)
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measurement is made by applying a specific input signal to

the device under test and selecting one of the display

measurement functions. An appropriate display is then

provided from which measurement of errors can be directly

recorded or observed.

Details on the vector Monitor used in the following

tests can be obtained from the instruction manual for the

Tektronix NTSC Vectorscope (S20A).

Differential Gain and Differential Phase

A color signal has two components; a luminance and a

chrominance component. If· the gain or phase of the

chrominance signal varies as a function of the luminance

signal, distortion in the color signal results.

Differential gain and differential phase are measures of

this distortion.

Differential Gain
A small sub-carrier si�nal is superimposed
on a black level luminance signal. The

percentage change in the sub-carrier
amplitude is measured, as the luminance
signal is varied from the black level to the
white level. This measure is referred to as

differential gain.

Differential Phase
This is the largest phase change of a small
sub-carrier component superimposed on a

luminance signal that varies from black
level to white level. This phase change is
measured with reference to the phase of the
sub-carrier at black level. usually this
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measurement. is carried out at, only, two
levels of the luminance signal. The larger
phase reading is taken as the differential
phase.

In terms of the reproduced picture, differential gain

errors cause the saturation of colors to be distorted in

areas between light and dark portions of the screen.

Differential phase errors cause the hue to vary with the

brightness of the scene.

DOTTlD: 40lltl UtIIITS
"A"-TO-""
1I0CM.A110N

,.--.

YO&.TS IftC UN.TS

+. ..00
so�,o: %0 'RI UN'TS

n::A"-TO-�
IIOQ&AJ.T ION

o WM'"ANCI! LEYELS
SYNC

Figure 6-8: Modulated Staircase Signals
(adapted from [20])

The test comprises of feed ing a 40IREl3 (lV=140IRE

units)unit modulated staircase signal, as shown in

Figure 6-8, to the Video Codec input. The modulated

staircase signal has a luminance component, that inc reases

in steps from the black level to the white level, and a

3.58MHz sub-carr ier component (chrom i n anc e) super imposed on

13IRE=Institute of Radio Engineers, now called Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers(IEEE)
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each luminance step. Therefore, this signal is useful in

measuring the variation of sub-carrier phase (differential

phase) and amplitude (differential gain) at different

1 urn inance levels.

The codec output was observed on the 520A Vectorscope.

Differential gain and differential phase are measured from

the d ispl ays prov ided by the vecto r scope , Our ing the

measurement, the video codec sampling frequency was unlocked

from l4.32MHz by about 100Hz. This is suggested in [20] to

obtain a clearer display.

Differential gain upto 8 percent and differential phase

upto 3 degrees are considered acceptable values for well

designed Video Codecs [20].

Color Bar Response

The color bar response was used to observe color purity

in the reproduced video picture after passing through the

codec. The test may be done in two ways. The first is

subjective and the second uses the 520A Vectorscope.

In the first method a 75 percent fullfield color bar

signal from a NTSC pattern generator was fed to the Video

Codec. The output of the codec was displayed on a Video

Monitor. The displayed picture observed was compared with

that obtained by directly displaying the input, to the
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Figure 6-9: FullField Color Bar Signal

cod ec , on the Video Monitor. A subjective comparison was

then made.

In the second method instead of a video Monitor the

codec output was fed to the 520A Vectorscope, set in the

fullfield mode. The 75 percent fullfield color bar signal,

shown in Figure 6-9, was used as the test signal.

The Vectorscope display graticule (Polar Mode) has a

number of tolerance squares that lie along specific axes and

at a fixed distance from its center as shown in Figure 6-6.

The axes represent the phase angles corresponding to the

different hues of a fullfield color bar test signal. The

distance of the tolerance squares from the center of the

graticule'corresponds to the saturation of the colors in the

test signal. Hence for a pure picture (no amplitude and
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phase distortion) distinct vectors in the form of faint

lines are seen to lie along the specific color axes and

terminate in the tolerance squares. If the vectors fall

short of the tolerance squares, ampl i tude d I s to r t ion- and

poor saturation or purity of colors are present. Phase

distortion and incorrect hue reproduction will result if the

vectors do not lie on their respective axes (usually seen as

blurred lines).

Figure 6-10: Errors in Color Picture

(adapted from [201)
6.4 Digital Field Memory Tests

All the tests conducted for the Video Codec can also be

conducted with the Field memory connected. This will

indicate if any distortion is introduced by storing and

reading out of the memory.

The fullfield color bar response and the differential

phase and gain tests are the most significant tests for

evaluating the performance of the Video Codec and the Field

Memory (store). The results of these tests are presented in

the following section.
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6.5 Discussion of Results

A fullfield color bar test pattern from a NTSC pattern

generator was digitized and stored in the designed system.

The stored pattern was displayed on a Video Monitor and a

photograph of the display was taken. A photograph of a

direct display of the test pattern on the Video Monitor and

a photograph of the display obtained by passing the test

pattern through the Video Codec were also taken. These

photographs are presented in Figure 6-11, Figure 6-12 and

Figure 6-13 respectively.

Observations of the three displays

Video Monitor indicate that there is a

obtained on the

reduction in

saturation of the displayed color bars when the color bar

pattern is passed through the Video Codec. A slightly

greater reduction in saturation is observed when the color

bar pattern is stored and displayed. No change in hue or

tint in the colors were perceptible from the three displays.

Further, it was observed that the reduction in saturation of

the colors for the three displays is less visible on a Video

Monitor than it is in the photographs presented. The loss

of saturation is due to a reduced high trequency response

(greater than 3.6MHz) of the input and output amplifiers of

the designed system. However, this loss of response was not

observed over the video band of frequencies, when the

amplifiers were tasted with a sinusoidal signal.

The color bar test was repeated us ing a monochrome bar
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Figure 6-11: Display of Stored Color Bars
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Figure 6-12: Display of Color Bars <Direct>
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Figure 6-13: Display of Color. Bars Thru Video Codec
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pattern, from a NTSC pattern generator. The results

obtained are illustrated in Figure 6-14, Figure 6-15 and

Figure 6-16. It is seen that the three displays are very

similar and indistinguishable indicating that the Video

Codec and Field Store work very well for monochrome TV

signals.

The

percent

Vectorscope. display obtained by passing a 75

fullfield color bar test signal through the Video

Codec indicated no distortion of hue, that may have occurred

by digitizing the picture. There was a reduction in the

saturation level � (about 20 percent) in the colors, as was

observed in the display of the test color bars on a Video

Monitor. Photographs of the Vectorscope display for this

test were taken and are presented in Figure 6-17.

The reduction in saturation is not seen on the

photograph because the sensitivity (gain) of the Vectorscope

was raised during this observation. This was done to aid

the read ing of the shi ft in phase of the color v ec tors,· from

the graduated markings on the circumference of the

Vectorscope graticule. Photographs of the Vectorscope

display showing the 20 percent reduction in saturation were

unfortunately not taken during the photographic session.

When the Field Store was used to store the 75 percent

fullfield color bar test pattern and display it on the

Vectorscope, the display comprised of concentric circles
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Figure 6-14: Display of Stored Monochrome Bars
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Figure 6-15: Display of Monochrome Bars <Direct)
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Figure 6-16: Display of Monochrome Bars Thru
Video Codec
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THRV c..O:PEC

Figure 6-17: Vectorscope Display for FullField
Color Bar Test



As with the fullfield color bar test, a differential

phase measurement could not be made on the Vector-scope, when

the Field Memory was used to store the test patter-n and

display it on the Vectorscope. The display observed for

this test on the Vectorscope was very noisy and unstable,

precluding a proper measurement to be made.
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indicating rotating color vectors and a useful observation

of color saturation and hue could not be made. However, the

display of the full field color bar test pattern on a v Id eo

Monitor, with and without the use of the Field Store was

fairly similar indicating that the corresponding Vectorscope

displays should be similar'. This was not so and an

explanation for this is not immediately evident.

Differential phase measurements indicated a measure of

2 degrees, which is an acceptable amount of phase distortion

of the color sub-carrier as a function of the luminance

signal variation� Physically, this means that the tint of

the colors in the reproduced picture will not change,

noticeably, with brightness variations. Photographs ot the

Vectorscope display for this test were taken and ar-e

presented in Figure 6-18.

The Vectorscope used for the tests had a fa�lty circuit

that precluded a proper measurement of differential gain.

As a result the differential gain test was not made for the
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IHRU CODf.C

Figure 6-18: vectorscope Display for Differential
Phase Test

I.
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Video Codec and the Field Store.

Additional tests conducted on the video Codec and the

Field store involved testing the quality of a displayed

picture, color and monochrome, by reducing the number of

was observed that forbits in each LPCM sample. It

respectable color pictures 6 bit encoding was essential.

Acceptable monochrome. pictures were obtained for 4 bits,

with some contouring in the displayed picture. In

conclusion it may be stated that with 6 bit encoding,

pictures obtained for color and monochrome were of good

quality. A display of a digitized and stored image on a

Video Monitor of a color slide is shown in Figure 6·-19.

Photographs of the the same slide displayed directly on the

VideO Monitor and through the Video Codec, respectively, are

also presented in Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 for

compar i so n •
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Figure 6-19: Display of Stored Color Picture
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Figure 6-20: Display of Color Picture <Direct)
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Figure 6-21: Display of Color Picture Thru
Video Codec
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUS IONS

The major objective of this project was to design and

I

build a low cost Field Store, capable of storing a single

field of a NTSC TV picture. The perceived application of

this Field Store is in TV receivers for Teletext and still

Video reception.

The project was conducted in three steps. First, a

Video Codec was constructed as described in Chapter-4. A

Digital Field Store was then constructed and interfaced with

the Video Codec, as described in Chapter-5. Finally, the

designed system compr ising the Video Codec and the Field

Store was tested to evaluate its performance.

Test results indicated that monochrome patterns can be

stored and displayed without any visible distortion. Color

patterns can also be stored, but display of the stored

pattern indicated a reduction in saturation. However, there

is no perceptible reduction in the tint or hue of the colors

that are displayed after storage. Further, a color picture

was digitized and stored. The display of the stored image

subjectively indicated a picture of good quality.

In order to evaluate the performance of the video Codec

and the Digital Field Store, more thoroughly, a number of

tests such as: chrominance-luminance distort ion,
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chrominance phase, 2T-pulse, and l2.5T-pulse tests, [20]

were to be performed. These tests would have provided

valuable performance measures that would have helped to

diagnose problems with the designed system. These tests

were not performed, as equipment to provide the required

test signals was not available.

The cost of the components in the Video Codec and

Digital Field Store is estimated at $300(CDN). The major
.

component of this cost is contributed by the memory chips

that store the digitized TV field. These chips cost

$180(CDN) and make Digital Field Stores rather expensive to

be included as a standard feature in TV receivers. Larger

and faster memories such as the 256K DRAM and the Philips

308K CCD memory will be available in 1985, at an estimated

cost of $23(US). It is anticipated that by 1988 these

memories will cost around $3(US) apiece and a Digital Field

Store with memory capacity of 2 to 3 megabits can be

economically installed as a standard feature in TV

receivers. At that stage the concept of Teletext decoding

using the scheme mentioned in this project would be simple

and very cost effective.

possible future work on this project includes

performance enhancement and applications. The work would

include modifications and extensions. In terms of

performance enhancement the phasing scheme adopted to
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maintain the phase relationship between the regenerated

sub-carrier and chrominance signal on successive fields,

could be changed. The current scheme has two disadvantages

as mentioned in Section 5.9. The current phasing scheme

appears to interfere with the Digital Field Store

measurements on the Vectorscope. Further, the phasing

scheme can be eliminated if four successive fields were
,

stored. This is economically feasible only after the cost

of memory drops considerably •

.
A single page of Teletext information, corresponding to

one TV picture field, can be stored and displayed by the

designed system. In a Teletext system several pages are

broadcast in a cyclic manner. Selection is possible as

individual pages are numbered. Pages may be selected with a

Keypad, similar to that of a pocket calculator, and

associated circuitry. The design and fabrication of such a

circuit to select individual pages is an useful extension of

this project.

Teletext pages can also be sent as coded information on

the horizontal lines that occur during the vertical blanking

interval of a TV signal. A unit to detect the vertical

blanking interval and then store the next sixteen or so

horizontal lines can be designed. The Digital Field Store

augmented with this unit would be very useful even in the

existing Telidon system, as it can be used to provide a
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store of several pages of Teletext information. The pages

microprocessor decoder and displayed. Such a store for

several pages is sometimes referred to as a Background

Memory.

In concluding this thesis, it is to be mentioned that a

Video Codec and Digital Field Memory can be applied to

diverse applications in the Television industry. A few of

these applications are listed below:

1. Standards conversion or Transcoding.

2. Time base synchronization.

3. Elimination of large area flicker.

4. Reduction of Noise in TV pictures.

5. Picture processing and image enhancement.

6. High definition TV.

7. Time compression multiplexing
signals for bandwidth reduction.

differential

Most of the above applications involve digital processing of

video signals and hence arises the requirement for a

Video-Codec and a Digital Field Store.
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I. APPENDIX' 1

1.1 Data Sheets
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• High. Slew Rate••••••••••• J 00 V/�s
• Fast Settling Time ••••••••300 "'

• Wide Bandwidth ••••••••••6.5 MHz

• Wide Operating Supply Range
• Wide Input Voltage Ranges

The eCG915is a high speed, high gain, mono
lithic operational amplifier constructed on 0

single silicon chip. It is intended for use in 0

wide range 0; appl ications where Fast signol
acquisition or wide bandwidth is required.
The eCG915 features fast setriing time, high
slew !'Qte, low offsets, and high output swing
For large sIgnal applications. In addition, the
device di�laysexcellent temperaNre stahili ty
and will operate over a wide tenge of supply
voltQgeS. The ECG915 is ideally suited for
use in A to 0 and 0 to A converten, active
filters, deflection amp.ifien, videocmplifiers,
pnase locked loops, multiplexed analog gates,
precision comparatcn, SGmple and holds, and
gen..-al feedback applications requiring DC
wide bandwidth operation.

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Supply Voltage :1 a V
Internal Power Dissipation (Not. 1)

•••••••••••• SOOmYi

ECG915
HIGH SPEED

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

-11"-

�.
w
,- v,/·.

.." '.,'
O�_ .!-.o.t
UI ott

OiHerentioI Input Voltage ••••••••••• :1 S V
Input Voltage (Note 2) :15 V

Storage T"'pet'ature Range •• -oS'C to I SrPC
Opsrating Temperature Range ••• QOC re ...7ooC
Lead Temperotur. (Solder, 60 Seconds)

•••••••••••••• 30CJ1'C'

�--�--.-----�------�--__----�-.-o •
..

Pr!l'Ited in U.S.A.

-
'"

January 1974.
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Linear Integrated Circuits·

Monolithic SIlicon

CA3300D

CMOS Video Speed 6-Bit Flash I

Analog-te-Dlgital Converter
For Use In Low-Power Consumption. High-Speed
Clgjtlzation AppUcations

Featutn:
• CMOS low PO"I' wtth _Md
• hnJJeI oomer.sion tecltniq".
• f5-MHz umpllngm. (S6-ns con'Yef"Slon time'
• &-bit I.tched 3-.t.,. outPut with o".ttlow OJt
• ::� us -=ut'IICY
• SIno- .upp� volr.ge (3 to 10 V)
• Z unJta In .tt.a allow 7-b1t outout
• Z Ullia In p.ai/. allow »MHz umplJno rat.
• JntemaI VREFMtIt Nt VREF option

The RCA CA3300 I•• CMOS So-mW parad.. (Ft.ASH)
acWog-t0-4lgrtal converter d..�Md fot _IICd'ona
demending both low-power consumption and h'g",",,�
dlQttI:zatJoft.
The CA3300 operates t:1'Iet • wtd. dylWnM: InputellOttaqe
nangeof2.5 vatt8� to thedc:auo"ay.at_.oMth rnatmum
power consumptioN .. low .. 50 to 2DO mW. del)fftC2Jng
upOr1 the ctodC frequency seMcted.W",-" operated from •

5-otOtt 1UPl'1y at • dcdc frequency of " MHz. Ut. pow«
•

comsunq:,Uon of ttl. CA3300 I. lea than 50 mW. W",-"
� 1n:Hnan�ltlUPcHY a'a1ntqu.nc:yof'5 MHz. the
power consUmption Is Iaa ttIan '50 mW.

The Intrinsic h'gft conwnAon rate mea_ tM CA3300
Ideally tu,ted for, dtg'�g tllgn-.pe.:t algrW.. The
OMtftow bit·m__ poajb. ttIe connec:Uon of two Ofmo,.
CA3300. In sen.. to Incre.. ttIe l"MO.utton of the
COIMIf'IUon .,...... A ..,... connec:Uon of two CA:J:3COI
may be used to produce a 7..o.t h'gMo-d�.

OperaUon of two CA33COa In �... douC... ttIe
corwenaon speed (I.... I� tM sampling rate trom 15
to 3Q MHz). CA33CIO. In paratlet may be combined wtttl a

htgf'Mpeed �t 01A convert.., a binary add.r, control
10QiC. and an 01' amp 10 form a vety h'� NO
c:onwner.

Slxty-four paraileted� VOltage comperatOfti
meaunt Ute In� voltage _1ft reep«;t to a known
referenc. to produce ttIeparaJlef.Olt ouq)U1:I In theCA:3:JOQ.
� c:omparator.s ant requited to quantIZe aU f�
voltag. ,.... In thi. �It convener. and ttl. addltlo""
�r Ia teqUiftld for the OWtftow b't.

The CA33CO type Is avaUae•• In an 18-1ead d��lne
catamfc�. (D 1Uffbc, or in c:fttp fonft (H suffbc). .

�Uc:atl0ft8
• Th. CA3300 I� es".c/.lly aulted 101' hIO"·.,,.ed
�n ."pl/C.ltJ� 'III"". low PO""'I' i. IIMJ
Important

• TV wdeo d/O/tJz1no (/nd�trlal/secut1ty'.
• HltJlMptHd AIO CDltWt'IIIon
• unta.outtd s/gn.ture .nalyai.
• TfMSient.aJgna/ .".1yaJa
• HlgIJ-ettfllVT ,,1ty�iQ reNtll'Cfl
•H� oacJlloa=p. Sfo,..geldlapJlIy
• G.".taJ-tJu� ItyOrid AO�
• Optical eft.taet., racoonltlon
• RaGlff'PII- enalysJ.
• MotJon algnlltUl'a .".lyll1.
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UMITS
CHARACTERISTlC TEST CONomoNS UNI'TS

MIN. TYP. MAX.

Aesolutton - - s alta

Unearity Etror, "Iocca V. 'iRe-7.sa 'I
- :o.s ::0.8

CUC..,S MHz. gain adjusted

Oltterendat Unearity &trot VOc=e. V"..7.sa V
- :0.5 ::0.8 LS8

CU<-1S�
Quafttizi� Errat> -1/2 - 112

Anatog InJM: Vcc-8V
Fu"Scat.� CUC.,S MHz 2.4 - Vee 'I

+0.5

Input Capacttaftce - so - pF
In�ut Current - 800 'COO /IA

GaJn Temperature Coefficient Vo0=8 V. CU<-15 MHZ - 0.016 - LSBrC

""ir"um� Speed VOO-SV - 12M -

SPS
VOO-SV 15M 19M -

Voc-5 V (CU<=11 MHZ) - 1 -

CevM:a Current Vec-a V (cue-1S MHZ) - 22 -

rnA
(&dud.. IREF. I%) VOc-S V (Auto Bat.nee State, - e.. ,.

Vc0-8 V (AutO a.tanea State, - 24 .co

LadcMllrt� lOCO t.cQO 1800 Q

Clgtuu ln�u�
Low VoCtaoe VCO-S" - - 1..5 V

VOc-eV - - :.s V

HIgft VOitaQe VOC-SV 3 - - V,
.

VOc-eV U V-
- -

IruMewrent VOc-eV - :1 - /IA
Olgi. Ouq,uu:
Ouq,Ut Law VoO-S v. Va-GA V 104 10 -

(SInk' Current voc-eV.V� 3.2 1S -

rnA
OutpUt High Voc-5 V. V�o4 V -a.a s -

(Soun::et Cumlnt VOo-t V. Vd87.5 V -1.6 g -

z.n.,Vottaoe 1z-10 mA s.a 6.4 7, V

Zener Oynamjc lrn� 1z-10 rnA - 10 30 Q

Zen« TemQet81Ute Coetftc:j.nt - 0.5 - mVt-C

OIOitai Outout Oe•..,. t(f vOc-ev - 20 -

na

AQetture TIme Voc-8V - 2S -
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•

[!:] '1ft ..1.- .....

MAXJMUM RAnNGs. Aosolute-MaxJmum VaJUtIC

OC SU.....V V01.:rAGe RANGE (VOQ)
(VOC.TAGI�I!ffCID TO Vss�JNALl ••••••••••••••••• '••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :•• '•••••••••••••••• ..Q.S to 10 V

INPUT VOL.TAGa RANGE

A&.L 'N� !XCIf'T �EPt (P,N 4) ., e, -o..s ta V'CO -+0.5 V
.

QC INPUT QJAReNT
-

� PH. cal. CI2. V'N - :10 mA

FOR TA • -.rIO to _.C ' ' - '!II""" 315 mW

I'OA TA •S-C to as-C ' - c. 11n..rty It 3.3 mw,-e

OPIRATtNG ••
- ••••••••••••••• ., ....a tel +a-C

STORAGe '•••••••••••••• '••••• , '•••••••••••• ...as to +1�·C

TEMPeRATURE (CUAING SOLJ:)ERINGl
AT ClSTANCE 11'18 :: 1� In. (1.59:: 0.19 m",. FROM CASE FOA 10 • MAX. •••••••••••••••••••••••••• :. ••••••••••••••••285·e
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1'19. 11 • Typical/lttfMlttr.,...,. ,.,.-.m:. YOtt..;.
_ a Iuttt:tIott 01 auppl, wou.ga.

.. OperaUOft
�..,ti.. Parail.. tecnnique il used by me CA3:3QO
verter toQCtajn its 1'ri9� oparation. Thesequenc:e

nsiatS CIt t:te •Auto Batance'" ph.... ". and me '"S.ample
nknown" "nasa S2. (Reter to t:te circuit diagram.) eacn
nversion takes one dock cyde.•Wltn tn. phase control
in 8) low, me •

Auto BaJance" (81; oc:ctJ� duling tneHigh
riod CIt tne clock eyde, and the -Sample Unknown" <S2)

during U1e low ptttiod CIt me dock cyd••
.

device reQuites only a_ngl.Oftasecccx. T'h.tettmnotogy of
and 02 raters to tft. Hlg" and l.cw oeriods CIt th. same doele.

182 _ ..tie NO. l� to

1
_lIOIOI:

I II I I.". . .,... ...
f'OIIi!.�

I j I . I II
� I I ,:t

...
"

J
I I

•

I.. ...;j•
-

J I IV
I I IA�� I I..

I lJ"" �.'t II...� t I
-

I I � Ii
, ••• • ••• • • ••

..

........

�.... TypIalltfPUI CUI'''''' wwsua amp. ,.,.
.. a tunc:Jon of -PPIY wo/tag" I

�, I".,....
1IIoIIt. ZI-C

III �""'101"

J
,

I.
I I I
I II I t I

..

- II ·r·..·....n-°1 .... ,...at! ' ... ....a
..

· - .

. IIc I • I I
S

I I .1J
�

I III I
I • • I • •• I • ••

. au I •
...........- ... 1-

--

� 10 .. T'ItJiC* IltttMnty� satrtrJM "',. ...
IUttctIott 01 .."" woIt-cr&

CurfnO tn. •Auto Ba'ance" ph..... transmiqion swttcn I.
UI8d to c:onnec= •.en CIt � commutating C80ac:ttors to tn.r
&aoctated ladde, reference tap. Thoae tap voltag..will De
.. ·totlOWC

.
. I

Vtao (N)·lvREt/64) lC N]-. lVRe:/{2, S4U•VREf!2N - 11/12SJ

Wh..: VtaQ<n,-.tentnce ladder tao vottaOtt at point n.
VR�.taQe ac:tOss R- to � I� numoer <, tnrouQ" &4)

fhe Otftef' _de of the caQadtor is connected to a �ngte
age amplifier whose output is "norted to its inour I:rf •
SWitd't. Thta Ciases me atr'Ipltfler at its Intrinsic trip point.
wnicn is IOProximately,{Voo-VSS)/2.The C8oaCiton now

�e to tnai, asaodated tao volta;.. primin; the Circuit
tor tne next phase. . I
In tne "'Singte Unknown" pnas .. a11 'adder tao switen" are
ooaned. the comparator amotltlers are no longer snorted.
and 'lIN is switCft to aU�capaCitors. Since tneotner end of
lftecaQldtOr is now fClOkinQ into an etfectMtfy ooen circuit.
any voltage mat dttfe� from tne previous tao voltage will
appea, as a VOftac)e shift at tne CQmparatOr amplifiers. All
comparators witn tap volta;" greater than 'lIN will drive
the =mparator outoutS to a "ow" sQte. all comp8l8tors
witn tao voltage lower tnan 'I,N will drive tne comparator
cutouts to • '"hig"" stat..

-5-
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'he status of �I these comparator ampUfle,. are stored at
,eend of this pn•• (82). byasecondary tatcning amplifier
tage. Once latcnec:l. the staUls of the 64 comparators ..re
ecoded by • 54 to 1 bit deCCde array ana the rautts a,.
ICCked into a="98 regist.r at the rising edge ot the next
2-

• 3-state buffer Is used at the output of the 1 storaoe
!Oistars whiCh .... contro.lled by two Chip.enabte signats.
�will if'dependently disCle a1 through S2wnen it is in a
jgn state. CS2 willlndepenCSently disaCle B1 througn S6
nd the OF buffets when It is in the low 11&1&

'0 fdllate usage of this c1tMca a phue control input Is
,

ad which can effedMtly comptement the ctocXu it
un the Chip. A!sa. an onaoara zanet is provided foruse
a reference�..

fDfttllnUoua Qaek QJI8raUoa
ne complete COnversion cycte can b. traced through the
�� vi. tne following stepa. (Aeter to liming d�

1.) With the P...... controt In a 'High' state. the rising
Oe of the doc:x Inputwill start a "sample" pnasa. Outing
Is end,. 'High' state of the Cfocx. the&4�paratOI3 win

the Input vottage and the &4 latctt_ wUl trade the

paratot outputa. At. the 'alUng ec1ge ot the dOCiC. aft "
para&or ou� IN caQtured by me &4 la�.. Thia
the "sampte" pnue and atana tne "auto C*aftce
for the comparators. curin; th. 1.aw' SlaW of the
the cutout of the latch.. prop.;.... uuou;n the
array and.7-bit code appears al the0 Inpuo of the
registers. On the next rising ec1geoftrte dodc.. thisT·

coc1e is shittecS lntotheou� reg�� appears with
detey tc1 U valld data at the outDut of the 31tate
Thts.atao marka ttle start of a new ·aamp.... ph....

leniIDV repeating the co"'*S4on proc:eu for thia next

MOdIt O.,...dan
� ntgtMpeed nonrecurrent or tnInaIent data.
convenermay beopenated in a pu...mod. Inoneof two

The faa. macned Is to 1cMC)· tn. converter In the
.. Unknown Phue.� during the ItMdby stalL The
can no. be puUled through til.Auto aa.ane. pna.
.. little .. 33 na. The analog .,at.,. Is C8P1UreG on the

In; .aoe of S2 and Is transt.trIICl IntO me outPut
1IJi-" on the trailing edge of S2.W.... now bade In U'l8

c1by state. �. and another conwraton can be startacS
in 33 na. but not lat.. than 10 /A due to m. ewentual
p of the commutaUng caQadtors. Another advantage
methoc1 i. tnac It has the potential ofh."."9 tne'�

.r dnain. The larget tnelim. tatto betWMn B2 and " •.
jower the power conaumpUon. (s.t timing diagramNo.

MCOnd methoc1 wreatheAutoSat."..pn.... f1 ..._
dby state. In this state the c:onvtIfW CM staY
fini_ waWng to stan a COIMtCSiOn. A convet'lUon is

.....-ed by str=tng ttl. dOdC Input with two S2 pul...
first pu_ atans a S4mpt. Un6cnown phue and
,.... the anato; value in the ccmparater tatcnas on1h8

'Ung edgL A second .a putse is needed to transfer Ute
Into the outoU* registerS. This OCCW'8 on the leading
• of tne second pulse. Th. conversion now takes p'a�
ns. but the repetition rate may be .. sk)W as desireeL
disadvanta98 to this method Is the nignet devi�
'pation due to the low raUo ot S2 to �1. (See liming

No. 3.)
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sufficient without any adlustments. In applications where
accuracy Isot utmost importance. three adjustments can be
made to oOtain better accuracy; Le.. offs.t trim. gain trim.
and nric1point trim.
Offlet Trim
In gen.rat offset cotrection can b. don. in tne Preatn1'
circuitry by Introducing a OC shift to VIN or by the offset
trim of theop-emp. When this is not possiblethe ;to (pin 10)
Input can b. adjusted to produce an offset trim. Th.
theoreticaA Input voltage to Produce the first transilion Is �
L.SS. The equation isu foUows:

VIN (0 to 1 transition, • � &.SS • �(VAeF64)
.VAeF128

11VIN for 111. tim transWon ill... than tne theoretical. then
a single-tum SG-ohm pot connected between R- and

groUnG win accoml'lian 1I1e ac1juscmem. Set V'N to � t.SS
and trim the pot until tne 0 to 1 transition oc:cun.

If V,N for the flm transition i. gr..tet than the tl'leonttIc.aI.
1I1en theSGoohm potshould b. conned8CS b.tween R"" and a
neoattw voltage of about 2l..Sa°So The trim procec1unt il"
stated prwvloualyo
c:.m ,.,_
In generat tn. gain trim can also be done In the p�p
circuitry by Introc2Udno • gajn adlustment klr the op-emo.
When mil I. not poalbl•• then a gain adlustment circuit
snoutd be l'ftac1e to adlust the referenceVOlta4;•• To pettorm
this trim. VIN should be sel to me 63 to overflow t tJon.
That ¥'Oleag. Is � &.Sa lea than VRS: and 1$ calc:u ..

toUcwa:

VIN (83 to 64 transiUCn • VAEF -VReF'�
• VAeF (127/12!l

To pet10nn the gain trim. flm do the crtfs.t trim and theft
�p'y the requiredVIN fortneQ tooverflow transition.Now
adtu.c VRS: undl that transition OCCU� on the outpUtI.
Wd�Tm. j
Th. ret� center (FlC). pin 16. i. avaUaOI. to th.WI«_

thelPDroximata midPoint 01 tn. tniatOr lacIc1er. Th. ac:tuat.
count mat Is broUght out Is count 33. To trim the midpoint
th. o1fMt and gain trims should be done tlrst. Th.
ttleoretaca. transiUon from count 32 to 33 OCCUIS at�
&.SsoL That voltag. Is as fmlowc

Art ldJuataele voltage follower can be conned8CS to th. RC
pin or a 2K pot can be connected betw_n A+ and R-wim
thewiper connec:tec1 to RC. 54ft VIN tom. J2to� transttion

volta;•• tnan adjust meYOlta9.101l0.... or th. pot until the
transition 0C=mI on the outQut btta.

The Reference c.ntet point can ..so be UMd to crute
some uniqua transfer fundons. For uamf)ie. If FI- Is

gnnanc18d. FlC is connected to 3.25 volts. Md .R+ Is
c:cnnec::ac1 to •.1 vol1s tnen the lower order counts. 1

tftrougt1 33. wan have an !.Sa vaJu. of 100 mV wnUe me

upp.. ora.r counts. 30l mrough OyeI"f1ow, wiU h..,. an &.SS
valUe ot 50 mV. This effadivety l)roYicses twa me

sensitivity In m. upper ccunts as ccmpantc1 to the low.,
c:cums.
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TD obtain 7-bit resolution. two CA3300s can be wiNd
togecb.t. Necessary Ingredients indud. an Open-ended
laddet network. an overflow indicator, tftf"elMUlte outputs.
andCb�col'nrots-'" ofwnicn .,.avaiJac'eon Ute
CA33CO.
The first step tor connec:dng a 7-bit circuit is to totem-pOte
the lada., networkS. IS Illustrated In Fig. 13. Since tn.
IOsotute� veiue of eacn laddermay vtll'Y. extem..
trtm 01 the mid-feferenc. 'IOttag. may be requked.
The owtftow output of the lower device now becom.. the
seventh bit. When it goes high.... counts muat come tram
the upper d_ce. When It goa low. aI' counts must come
tram the lower de¥ic8. nn. fa dane simply by COftnec;Ung
tne�owrttow� to tfte�canU'at of1fte lowera-d
canverter and Ute C22 cantra. of the upper a-d canwner.
The th.... atate ouq,utsottbe twodtMC8S (bits 1 tftraugn 6)
are nowconnected In parallel tocompleteme circuitry. The
campJete circuit for. 7-blt a-d convenerlsaftown in Fig. 1.&.
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.I��------------�--------_...
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Fit/. 13· Typical c.4:J:JOO 1·lJit reao/utlon conJlgu,.rtott 1$-1.1,.,% SMtpllttg ,.,&
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Pig. 14. ryplal CA3300 f-bJt I'fMIOIuIIott t:Ctt1l9ut'8t101t·
3tJ.J,IH% umflJlno 1'IIt&

to 12-811 Conwrsion Tec:tmtq....
oetain a to 12�it resolution and ac:uracy. use a feed

conversion tecnniqu.. Two a-d converters wtll be
ad to convert UP to 11 bits; three a-d comverrers to

12 bits. The hign speed of1n.� allOWS 12-olt
'ana In tne sao to 9OO-ns rang..

circuit dl*gr&m 01 a nigtHpeed 12-o1t H con_ner Is
in Fig. 15. In tn. feed-forward conversion metnod

SflqUentiaj conversions ant made. Canverter A tim
aCcarsa ccnversion to 6 bits. Theou�ut isapplied to.

.

d-e converter wnose &CCW'8c:y Ievet Is good to 12 bits.
d-a converter ou=ut is tnen suCttacted tram tne input
.. multipUed by 32. and tnen converted by a second
a-d converter. wnicn is connec::ted in a 1-olt

configuration. The answers from the first and second
conversiOns ant added togetner with bit 1 ot the ftm
conversion overt.poing tlit 7 01 the second converston.

When uaing tni. m«nod••• care tha1: I
• The linearity ot tn. first converter is better tnan I� loSS.
• Anoff3etbiasot1 l.Sa(lI64) IS subtr3c:tedfrom tn. nlSt

conversion sine:. m. second converter is uniool.,.
• The d-e convert.r and its re1erence are accurate to tne

totat number of bitsd"'red fortne final conversion (tne
a-d con_rter need only be accutate to 6 bits).
Th. fim converter can be ottset-biased by adding a

20-0 resister at the bottom of tneladder and increulng
the reference vojtag. by 1 !.Sa. If a 8.4O-Yoltage
"'f....ne:. is used In the system. for example. then tn.
first CA3300 wiU require a a..5-V reference. I
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1°,_.,_l_(OJ_o_r_�_o_)� 124-132 �
(3.JSO-S�21

0"".,..",./" p....mlt... .,.Ittmll/ImIMeIaMttI ... da#iwttI
ItOm tile IJaic Itrt:ltdl",.".otta.. lttdIcatefI. GridOrad_Ion.
.. Itt "., (Tr Iftoht.

OPeRATING AHO HANDLING CCHSlOERAnONS
.�
AU In.,uta and outputs at RCA OOSIMOS devtces haw
• network for etectrostattc ptOtIIdion dUrin9 handUno.
Recommended handUn9 practices fot COSIMOS
davie:. .... descnbed In ICAN-G52l5. '"Guide to Benet

Handling and Operation at CMOS Integrated cm:uttL
..

0.,......
O�II9Vo",

Ourtng operation n.... the maximum IUPply YOItage
limit. care snould be taken to avoid otau"",... pawer
auppjy tum-on. and tum-off transientS. poMIt sup.,."
ripple. Of ground noise: any at th... condition. must
not cause Vec-Vss to exceed the ac.otUUt muimum

rdng.

TM pItOto;re"" .. dI",.,.o,. of NCIJ COS/MOS cltlo
�t •Cltlo"", /I t.PlIIf 01 t". "'.,"'. WItM,Itewe'" III

CUI ... cit'''''Ut.clHWp*'9-"� ifrstNd ot go- "'""

raoect to t". I•• 01 tile cit/A Theretote. Ute/a.t" GIt",•

� 1mU. (0.11 mm, 1-'1"'1" 00t1t dlm"'�

Input Sign'"
To prevent damsoe to th. input protection circuit. Input
-IV"'" aI'IOUkI never beO....t.tman vee nor ,... tnan

Vss-Input C;Umtnts must not e.xceec11Q rnA even wnen

the power supply I. off.
U� ""'uta

A connection must be ptO¥ided at ttver, Input termjnal.
All unUMd Input term.n... must be connected to.Mer
Vee or Vss. wnic:nevet is aQDfOpnsta.

OutpUt Shoff Cl'I:Idta
Shotdft9 01 ouq,uta to VOO or vss may damage
COSiMOS devIces by exceedlno the maximum device
dJ...patton.
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PMI
RA1'URES
• ,...SettlInQ 0.... c:w....... .••••• . •••• . . •• • .. .....
• ,....,.c... PNm.tc:necI to a 1 LSI
• 0INct ......ac:e to rn.. CMOS. aa.. H"n. PMOS
• ..............,to :G.1.,.M........ O"

T........ AMQe
._o..... �
c..DII.... -1CIYto .11V
....... CllmlntO......
• MuWotytftf� ••• 1MHz ............
• fSeu..-t antt . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• a '�"'1:
·._.....,�A a4..5Vto:11V
...........,�- •••••••••••••• =a.WO:S'I
..... c:.t

QEHeJilAL DESCRIPTlON
",.� ..,.. 0' s.c.. I'rIOftOIttNc CI�t»COoMalO9 Cotto.
......�...,., ft'on-SOMd� COUO*J wttn
.. CGaC and outstanGIftO aoDiiCa.... ,....DdNy•

......... csn:uit asOl' _,_,.. 85na MCtIInt tltMa "tit
wry lOW "Qt.een" Ind at .ow oow.- COfItumtHlQft. McmotomC

IIIIIItlOlYi"9 Detformanca Is 1tuUft4d t:1MI I WICS. 40 to 1

.....,... CIUNnt raftV& �c:nt", to ...tftlft 1 !.Sa DeC..
,.,.,......Ind full teaM CWNfttS "'",,"a,.. ,fte ".., 'Ot 'ut'
tale """'"'"' 1ft moat aoDi'cat..... OINCt 1"'''ace.IO �I

DAC-OB
a-BIT HIGH-SPEED MULTlPLYING

DIA CONVERTER
UNIVERSAL DIGITAL lOGIC INTERFACE

1iIQOUI_ IOVfC tamdieS WIt" fuji nots. immunItY is Df'O¥IOIld
t:Iy tfte "eo:"I sw.nOo _\laC.,.. I�ICI 1091C i�S.

�tao. COIftf)tianc. Cluat-ccmD.ementary CWNftt oui.
puta ate CItO¥tGed. iftC:teUlnO versallllty anG ..,.ottno ClIf·
I....... o.,.,.tlOl'l 10 affect•.,..., OOuO'. tfte �.... to-oe..
oue.,.,. s..ftIJ. 1ft "'."., .opllcallons. tft. outoue. � 1)8

IftNCtty�1ICt 10�...moue tft. n.. lot an a''''
nat 00 MIlO. I
.....� sen.. tftCIG... ou.vut- "'It kit monotomc:aty.
IIIId noftf •.,..,.t... .. It;ne as :0.1"'. � 1ft• ..,IInt

ooerulnt t��. ate Iv.tAClt.. a...c. �or
m� I• .....,. •.,.., III'CrIanc;ed � tfte :.� to :: llV
pOWer IUOOty tllllO" wltft l:3mW go_, conaumOClon ae·

e...... at a5V S"OOI'. I
The camoac:r SIZ. aM lOW go_, ConSUlf'lotlon "'••• ,fte
ClAC..QI attract..,. lor l)Onaote and ",.m.,."aerosoac;. aGo

ptlc:a&IGM: o....:ae oroceA4Id to Mll.·STC-W. ...... 8 .,•
I"""" 'I
OACOI aootlCatlOft. lftCIucs.kit. '''' NO COfW«t..... .,..,.
moeor ancs '*' CIItWrs. waveform O""""OtS, aucllO en

� and att�eorw. 8IIat09 met., CInwts. CIfOQram
maote I)OW.r SUOOI.... CJtt 41-0'''' CIItWrs. "eon-so"
moo..... 8IIG olf'" aoottcacl� "",ere low cose. "10ft s04NCl
and COfftO'... IIIOUUOU(OUC .......111.., ate '""'ted. I
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OIlDSINQ INFORMAnON l "N CONNECTION

Q - ........ ,.,.... ,,- "'.ecte .........
1010011. TIM" UNO. NONUNUlllfT'I'
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•
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OACoGIAC
0.t.C00IQ
OICoQlHQ
QlCoQIEQ
Q.AC.4ICQ
OACoQIH"
QAc:.oaeP
QAC.480

..55".la�

..55., .'21"'C
0".70-0
0".70"'C
0".10"'0
0".10"'0
0".70-0
0"·70"'0t

aG.'''''
sG.19""
:0.1""
:O.19'Mt
aO.:I'Mt
20,,0'Mt
zQ,19'Mt
:G..3t'Mt

YIItIrr r........,. III..... 0.-..
WftftM'�' Qaa .............

0...:1. 0ACCIACI8I:I
OAQIQII&:I

'0" QIII....'a .....-n "ClIVI '1'0
.;M3111Qt"3tI"'= OAf...� i ..
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DACoOIMrT HIOH4H!D MUl.n�."NO OIA CCNVIRTIJI

ASSOUlTi MAXiMUM RAnNQ$
Ooerat.no TernoeratUt. v. Sc.lDOly to 'I- SuDoly •••••••••••••••••••••••• 36'1
CA�Q.Q !55-eIO .t2!-e I.ooicinouts '1- tov. "1 36'1
OAC-C8HQ. EQ. ea O-eto .70· Vu: 0 ••• 0 ••• 01 .. V- lOY.

$loraQ. TemC*a""'. .. . . . . . . . . . . . -a5-e to 150 -e AnelOI eunent OUtDUtS .. • • .. • • •• • .. • ... S. '"IOU" "
PowerDIUlo.tton· 5QOmW Re•.,encalnoutslV"IOV,s) .••.••..•••••••• 'I-lOY.
Derat. aoov. 1CO-e • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• 10mW1-e Ref....ce ."Out DII'erent•• VOtlaoe I�SoIdflftftOT�(eosecJ •••••••••••• �-e IV,.toV,$) ..•.••••.•.•••••.••.••••••• 1•••••• slav
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OACoOl ...". HIGH-PIED MU1.n,t,Y1NG OIA CONVIJ'TtR

- -_.-

TYPICAL PERFOAMANCI CURVe

1M
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REFIMHC1! AMI'
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LOGIC JNPVT CURRaNT .,.
INPUT VOLTAGI

-

I I I I I I
I I I I I I

1 I' I I 1 I 1
, I I I I I I I

I I III I I
,
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FULL SCALE SI:1'TUNG 'TINf
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AEFUIHCIINPUT
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TYPtCAI. PERFORMANC! CURVES

OUTPUT CURRENT ...
OUTPUT VO&..TAGI

COUTPUT VOt.TAGE COMPUAHC2D
..

..

..

I I """.ft_
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I I I
I I I

......, _.- _.-

II II I
I I I I I

_._
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t I I I I
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I , -,

I I I

I I I
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•
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IASIC CONNECTIONS

OUTPUT VOLTAG& ISIT TRANSFeR
COMPUANC& 'IS T!MftERATURE CHARACT'ERImCS
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POWeR SUPfl't,Y CURREHT
.. TEMPERATURE
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BASaC CONNECTlCNS

BASlC NIGAnVl REFlER!HCE OP!!RAnON

...·e _----_ ...._
--�-

tASlC UNIPOUR NEGAm. OPEMnON

- ... ., a u .. u .. af .. &0- IoMA '0 �.........
�MMQl ,... .otIII .'.eea ./XII

......... ICAU .'-Sa 0 0 0 0 0 0 I.• ... -&.0010 ..we
_-
a.- ......... SCAU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,.CICIO .N2 • $.QCIII ....

..

-
- ......... SCAU·ua 0 .JIG l.ot111 �.- .�

%PO sc:.u .&.Sa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Gall I." • .QOIO ••••
•

?ZPOSCA&.I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .otIII I.• a ..-

..

l1a ........ ., .. 10 lo

, 0 - ......._

, 0 0 0 a a 0 , -4.0lil. Q.I•

, 0 a a a a 0 0 a.CIIO - �

a , e4.QIQ o.a
-
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CFnIr BINARY OPIM'nCN

-

"aul6 .....' .. 10
��IWoIG' t ...ueo

ZPOSCo\I..I t a a Q 0 a 0 0 o.ao

MIG �SCot4C • t \.Sa 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 t -'.-
...

MIG """" SCA&.I 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 -4.OQO

1
-- -

"OSI'11VI1.OW IMPEDAHCE OUTPUT onRA'nCN

...._._----)=; i ��
? ? ....�'-

__ I .... ....
_,------ ... ii_.-.. .._.
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NE4A11V! LOW IMPEDANCa OtrntUT OPeRA'nON
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�� ..----------.,----.....
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APPUCA'nCMS lNFQRMA1'\OM

RlPlRe.ca AIAP\JNJII�

".. QACoOII. a mulUDIytno CIA c:ocwen. 1ft__U. out·

put 1M DfOQuc:t of a dlQU. """"* Il'ICl U. ....
, c:unnt. The� cunMC may 1M tlMo or

may.., ftOm .,..,.., tIIIO to .....uJmA. The lUI .... outO\rt
c:urreM II a IIMW tuftcUC:Ift (It the ,.......� Md I.

gMn tJy:
s

,"_x '...&,.

1ft _ ,....._� 1ft .em _
,.... 8qe ton:InIcurnm UWQuQftA,.� thev .

t (1)11\ ,'" of tM ,......__n..�.•

neoau- "'.eMII may 1M IOOU4Id to 'I,.. ... at 0*1\ 1S;
,..••waQIINftC� fl'QlftQf1:NI'IQ�R..1Mo '1"'.1
.. 1ft tM potIft_ ......_ c--. ",. "�_ ...-.nee

COlin_lOft hu ttle� of • ._, biOt' Im�
� at ClIft 11. The ¥Ott... '*' ,. 1.4QUat to Ind
trIICICa UIe vottav... Oift 1S.. to tfIe ntQfl� (It tne mw.

I

'* ......._ amotHIer. A,. (ftOmtftaRy ... to A,..) II IoIMCl
to__I:I&MCIUIIIInt ern:IICA,.mayoe�wtttrlomy
amtnot� Ift__•

aoaa.. ........ may 1M� by otbICltnt 'I.,.
or om 11. The� COtfIITIOI\ moo. ...... of t_ ,...
..........Uwt.�oy:Vor .'1- CllU.(I..,A t�'*"
2.5V. The pOtH_ CQfttIftGft moe.� ,& 'I ... I... l.!V.

'MIen • DC ......... 1. uaecs. a .....-nca oYOU& cao.c:atet
Ia •..,•••.....,.At,(N TT\.IOOC:JUOOtY .. not r..,...... 1OIIS
.. & ...-Q. It • reowatea COW« auooty It. uaeca .. I
.f A.._ tftOU64 .. lOUt IntO two ramora wltll _

lunctlOn� to QIOUM ....." • 0.1";: c:a&Mdtar•.
For moat aootIcutona tne nom retal)on.n\O� ..
Md '-' ••1 ..1..,....&. tl\e ntMI4 lar tnmm"'9 I..,.. It ,.

QUIt... lUll IcaIe '"""""'Q m.y 1M Iccomotlsnect �
1Gt\lllUnt ttle ....... 01 A,... or by �"' • I'OtlintlOfMC. fet
,,� Aft 1morG..a lMtftoO of h"tt � '"",",Ino wftICIt

............. _.m.locnew T.C. eU",,_ 't. .,_,... III 1M

NCGm....1OId tun ICoIIle a4lUament em::",n.

�� ....... of ..........�recauc. ..._...
pCMIf IUOOIY � Md IncrMMil r"enMICIt Ift'IOtII* -

MQathNtcomm<wt mocs. tanQe. T'h.,�.,� ..

QOerallon wttft • DC ....etWIC1I � I" ..O.2rM UI

�

The �....nce IftIOtt'" m\ISt De CQmOll..... by � I

�_tar IftIm 01" '6 to '1_. 1'01' ft.. r.teNC\U�
• Q.Q'\JI caoMrtOr Ie recotnlMnd_ For .,.,..,.. ......-
..� 1M MQIOft ..ltl.�'�NnO"I.(;,gm.
� tor trotuittOIylm; Aooucaucms".

MUl-TtP\:nMQ O�H
"'- a.c:.oa onmaea .._Ieftt �\I�'fI'Q I*f�
wItn 1ft _NIMty IIMIII rtIIatlOMnIO� I", IIIG I,.
O'f.r a. tuqe of o4CnA to ....... �onotcwIlC �tlQn I. 1ft"

t.....� • tv1"caa r�. of '.." !rom 100.". to ",OtrlA.
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IIIFIRIHCa AMPUAER COMP!HSAnoN FOR
1IIA.'J'IP\.T1NG APPUCAT10N$
AC aaotlCalions .m reQuire tn. ret.,.,,-=-
......10beCClli�M uainQ • caoacatcr from 1'tft Ie to
Y-. '"" __ of tftia caoacitOt cseoenas on tI'III the 1m
__or-emect to '*' 14: for R,. ,.,.. of 1.a. 2.S and
5.C11Q. .."""".,...... ot Cc.,. t!.17. Inc:! 'ISoF. LM;.,
,...of R,. NQUjre Pf'OOOItlonatety Inc:reuect val.. ot Cc
far"_ Pftae rrtatQtn.
,.__ "'DQnM to a 1M... lOw 'flItua ot R.. -&Ollnv
.... Cc 'flit... II'IOUICS be u..a. If "'... 1.. ·1. drMI'I by a I'IIOft
il. lance SUCft .. &� c:urr.m IOUtCt. non.0' the
... .,... -"" aufftce and the__,ter ""'at be h•.",,,
:lllllNftUtect wfttCft witt cec:reae owraal ttMCSWIcftft and
.. me. For R,•• 1kQ and Ce- tWo tn. *en1f1C8
...,. ..... a 4mN....... tno a lrantWoI'I from ... -O
•&,w-2mA In 5lCns.

a..ton wM put.. lnouts to the *eNfICe ....1'•., may
III -=omocsaCed tI'f 1ft "'.mac. comoenaauon K:!eIft..

_ ttlCMlQUe� lownc full �. trvISitlOft tlrfte&.
...... cJamo ..Iowa� f*="''1 0' the ref�
....... ffam • cutOff (I..,_Q CClftCmton. Full scate t,.,..
.... 10 to 2mAt oc=ura In 1a. WfteIt the� 1m

....a"'" 14 lS2COOand Ce-o..Thl• .,....,.,erence

... rae oI11S1M1,.. wfttCft IS ,.ac'_" I�ent of FI,..

... '1,.. ........

LOGIC INPUTS

lhtQAC.Ol deSiQn in�_. un� IO;Ic: I,.,. csn:utt
.... tMOte& CSlnICt Int.rfaa to ad�lcotC '.mtll..

....� !nUt"""" nol.. Immunity. Thl. 'uture Is

......OOSIItM by the 1arv-1nout awtnv c:aoaolllty.2J, 10010

... c:unwtt and =moIet..., Idt�. lOGic Utntsnold

.... For '1- • -t$Y, tfte IOQIO Inoue. Iftay awtno t»
,.... -tOY and .,av. T1:Ita ...aIft dtrect tnt..,....eft
.'eYCMOS 10QjC.__wfteft tft.OAC-OIlaoo..M tram.

-t# suooey.MlntIIUft IftOUIlcotC awtftf,JMd","""""" 10010
.....,.,... -ao• .,. gtveft I:)y: '1- I'tua (I"" • 1kG �ua
1.."'1. The foote: tftntiIftOld may be�ted�awlO. rMQe

=r0llllfllQ 1ft�..._tq. at tn. lGQIC tnr.nolO CQfto

1111 111ft (DIll 1. V\do Th.�.. QraCIft ..,... tne ,....
-....0 ..... V\.C anca Von. � lite t� rartOL
..,. Von. noml_" U at:IO¥e V\,C. For T'T1.. end On. Int.,.
._ tIInOIy QIOUftd 1'1'" t. Wheft Intll'f-=� Eet.. an

.... ,"'" Is reccmmenc:lecS. For Int.n.:tftO Ocrl., IOQIC

......... Me� CaGe. For ;an..... Mt\IO of th. ICOIC
� c:ItI:&dt. It snoutca be noteca tn. !)ttl , wtlt�

"IJJ.A cyptat: mem.a csn:uttrt SMutd be� to ac

:aPodIle1* cutrant.

....1It sent� "mas ant OOtamea WMft pjft 1 ... a lOW

� If ptn 1 IS COI'IntICted tCi a 1 tal�.,. tor ....".
.. It IIIOUId be� tCi QtOUnCItI'f a 0.01"; c:IO*ttor.

w..cG OUTPUT CtJARIHTS

� uue WId ccmctemented�ut Sol... CW!WItS ant "tOo
,.._ wn..�.ro-I", CunatIt aooars at the�." out
:IrA ........ a .., .. Is aootIed to MCft ICQtc Inoue. As tne lit".,.,
*-" IftCfUIIeI. tn. slntc cwrent at 1111'1 " Inc:ntasn oraoor-

t1onally. In tl'l. ,,,l'Ilon ot a "J)CItittYe 1Q9IC" CIA conwttt.,.

Wheft a '"IT' Is &COiled to allY inout Cit. ttl.. currant is lYrnM
ott at pi" " and tumect on at !)in %. A deere...,,; logtC c:cunt
InCteaas 10 .. In & neoartwt or k'Wert1lCl100iC OIA corw...t.,•
Botn OUtDUCS may be UMICS ai""'t1aneousay. If on. ot the out·
PUts Is not reQUited It Iftuat stili be COftnec:t1lCl 10 graunca or
to & poft( caoaot. ot soutdn; I.... � not I..". .an unUMICS
Outout �n 0Den.

Botft cutouts na". .... extreIMtyWIde --Oltao. c:cmptlMQ
enaoHftO 'ut direct CIIn'Wtt,CC)ooIO'tao. ="""1Oft tl'lrougn a

rafatOt tied to grouncI 01 OUl., Il0l180. IOUtCIL Positl".
cr:ltltDllance I. J6V aoow '1- &I'ICI II Incs.oencaenC of ttl.
�auooIy. fitMOat..,. cornottanc:e 'I OMft by '1- !:IIUS
(1,.. x 11cQ !)tua�. I
The dual cutouts_•• 4Qu01. In.usa.oe�IOI1d

IWII'IO wfIWI C2rMn9 loadS In QUMloC2ttt.,entlai fanIOn. ThIs
t...". Is aoecsatly �fUt I... cael. crt'IinQ. CRT' cs.tlec=IOft
IIICI In Otn., caI&ftCed aoOlicatlons $uc:tI .. CI"'It� cant*"

'apOllCl COlli ....d tran.form...

POWER SU...-uES
,.". OACal ooera'" � • ...,. ""08 01 gower suoClIY
'fOltaoea 'rom a to," .uClOlY 01 9V to :av.W,,_ 0.,.,..1"0 ..
IUCIDl'" of a!V or I.... I..,.. ,,,,,, II�_ t.,gw
refere111C8� ooer.tlon OIlCnlUea gower caMUmOtlOft
and I�.... MQacl... comoliMCe. reference alllGut..

MOaC"" ccmrnoft tnOO. '&1'10" Itegallwe ICO'C ,nout '&1'10"
IfId M9""" lOGIC II'If'lIoSI'IQId ' ....0* conawc UI. "ettoua·

llour- lor gul4MC& For ••� OCMratlon" -".5'1 wltft

I,."_ 2mA II not ieccrnm«ld_ oec:auae "-oataw outl)Ut
COtftOltence IiIOUId be recsuc.ca 10 ""' ZM3. Ooena'ion from .

� suootleall OOU*� now... .. I.... 8'1 tOCaimuat be

aollllCl to lnaure lunwIft of the Int."., tItU "�

S� IU.OCIII-.,. not�red. .. tne QAC.OIla QUit.
1"..,lUtM 10 ""'atiOtM '" IUQCIty """"ao" e...twy o,*,atlQft
I. '....DI... no 0f'0U"G comteI:Ilon IS reQUlrecs:�. 1ft

.nlnd.. 0f'0U"G n'IaV !:Ie uMd to Inaunt lOGIC _nos. etc:. ,..
m"" o.twMn ICC1IOtacte limit..

,.".., CCMUmOtlon may be ca:ulated .. tollOWC

'4-(1 •• (Y •••� •• (II-I.a llItJrt (II .. ). A·uaeNI f..nue ot
.

ttl. QAC.08 deslQn I. tn.. suc�., CUtraftt Is constant IIId lno

Cleoend_ ot Inout IcotC statee tftI. Is uMtu. In c:yo.

tooraotKo�lCatiOM atICI Nttner Hf'Vft to teGua tM slU

of tn. oower suClO'y�cacNlCttClS.

TEMP�AIP��AMANCE
.

Th. nonun.nty IIICI monofontdty SQlCStlcatlons ot 11'1•

CA� ant Cluarutted to ICIOty 0WIt ttl. intire ,..

OO-Ulnq tama_stur. ,,"«;1" Full scaI. outout� Otttt
I. tt� lYOloaIl, = 10camt-e. .lth %ItO scat. auteur�
IIICI dtltt naentt.." "-OIiOlbl. ccmoarees to 1/2 t.SL

Th. tame_ure c:c.ffICIen1 ot th. 'aference ""'I,ator R,.
stIOUtd ma,eft and t� tl'lat ot In. ourout res,s,or tot

mlfttlftUft'l overat. fun ,cat. Clrltt. Senlino 11m.. of In.
CA� Clec:.... aoorox.m.,eIV 10% at ..5S.e; at

",'=·C an lncreaaa of &COUt 1�"'. IS tyOIeat.

'AGI ,,"",
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OAc.oawrr H.GH4PUI) MULTtpt.Y1NG 01" CONVaTa

SETTUNG 11MI

TM QAC.Q8 IS c:aoaoIe 01 ...,.,.,." fUC seun"o times.

tyOICafly SSM at 1..,.%.OmA. Juc:I� CltCUit ctniOft ancs
careful Doan2 'a-,autmidi be emolOyeG to oat.." fun pettor.
INIICII 00..... CiuttIlQ testtno anct �lcatlon. Th. Joojc
twttcft deaign enaoaes OI'Ooaoac_ ...,. 01 aNy 35M lor

Mdl of t!'le a bit&. SenlinQ time co .,!'It" 11% I.S8 of ttl. LSB
Is U'IeN'ore� wtlft Mdl�y1-0- bat talCillQ
IUCC•••MIy 1CInOW. The hlS8 MtHea In 85ft-. tIIuI d....
mantno the�l MCtIIIIQ time 0' 85na. s.ttllno to� teo

cunICY�'" atIout eo to 10M. The OUCClUt c:aoecrtMce of
tile OAeQI InoIUdltIO _� ..� 1!p',
metefore the 0UCCIUt AC time canst_t dOmInae.. MUlino
time if "->!OQQ.
SentInI time IftCl ptaOaQatlon delay ate rw.C1W6y '"-'"

,

Itt_ to 1Ogtc: InCM�II'Ude eM rtM IftCl taU tll'Ml. due to
tl'Ie IMOft gUI ot the 100lC awltefta. Senllno time .,. ,..
......� canswat lor I,., _... dOwn to 1.QmA.
wilft oracsu.t IftC:teueI lor lower I.." .,.,.,.., The prtnc:loal
�. of "'0". "'" .,...,.. II.. In en. aclilty '0 anaut a

gMn QUUIUt IwIt .Ift lower 10ild ........,.... '''''' *'uc:tftO
Ifte cutOUt AC time c:onetant.

� 01 MtUlno Ume ,..",. tne aomty to ..

curaa.ty,...,... :4,.A. "'--Iare a 1kG 1a.G"""'" to
prawtde aclllQUaC. dnW tormo.- 08Ci1l� The MCtllnQ
time limn of PlQtn 21 .,... a cUCOOe �QIt to '*""'
•� • 1kG !oed .tIl I... "'- SoF of '* Ic:
c:aoacnance at the� nco.. oM I,. .,.. of
I... t".,. 1.QmA,�" RC GamOlnQ of tna OUCOUII. <IIf·
fled to� ...... tnaintllHUftQ IIMQuaCe .....tlVtty.
Mo...... tn. I'I'tator CM"f I",," 0""", to 10a000a0�
.,.. an accutat. IncllCator Of Mt'lino "1M. Thl. coca.

Chano. dOa nat reouir. t". no""" 8.2 Ume CCMtants CO

senl. to wit"'n :0.2"1. of tn. fI".. vatu.. anc:l tn... settlinV
times may l)e otJserfed at lower 'I""" of I,... I
OAC08 switChing transieftts or ..OlltCh.... ant .,.., low aM
may be tllltrw *uced by SIMII «*Iadti.,.ICMCla .u tne 0UI0

CIu& at a minOt uettfice 1ft settuno time.

Fast.., ooeratton can be 00taiMd by usino snort I.....

mtnimiZitlO outaUI c:aoacItance and IoacI ,......." .......
and by ac2eQUat.� at me SUCIOIy. "".enc:. and VI.:
tenntn.... Supoli.. dO not reQui(e 1-0. e'ec:uotytlc bypUIl
cao-cItors _ tne tuQDIy eutnlftt dtatn IS Iftdeo4lftClent of i.
ClUt 100M: state 0.1"F caoac=tora at tM SUQDly plna CIf'O'III1e
full trana6ent 0I'Qtec:t1Oft.
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The Read and Write cycle timing diagrams for the HYB 4164-1

were not available. However, these timing diagrams are

similar to those of the Motorola MCM 6665. Hence, the READ
I

and WRITE cycle timings of the MCM 6665 are presented here.
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II. APPENDIX 2
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